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UNITEDSTATES
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No.
ArguedDecember
December 3,
3, 2003-Decided
2003—DecidedFebruary
February24,
24, 2004
2004
No. 02–1377.
02-1377. Argued
After petitioner
petitioner Doe
Doe filed
filed a
a black
black lung
lung benefits
benefits claim
the DepartDepartAfter
claim with
with the

ment
of Labor,
agency used
ment of
Labor, the
the agency
usedhis
hisSocial
SocialSecurity
Securitynumber
number to
to identify
identify
his
claim on
on official
official agency
agency documents,
documents, including
a multicaptioned
multicaptioned
his claim
including a
hearing
notice that
was sent
sent to
to a
a group
group of
of claimants,
their employers,
employers,
hearing notice
that was
claimants, their
and
Doe and
and other
other black
black lung
lung claimants
claimants sued
sued the
the DepartDepartand lawyers.
lawyers. Doe
ment,
thatsuch
such disclosures
disclosures violated
violated the
the Privacy
Privacy Act
Actof
of 1974.
1974.
ment, claiming
claiming that
The
The Government
Governmentstipulated
stipulated to
to an
anorder
orderprohibiting
prohibiting future
future publication
publication
of
Social Security
Security numbers
numbers on
on multicaptioned
multicaptioned hearing
hearing notices,
notices, and
and
of Social
the
parties
moved
for
summary
judgment.
The
District
Court
enthe parties moved for summary judgment. The District Court entered
but Doe,
Doe, finding
they had
had
tered judgment
judgment against
againstall
all plaintiffs
plaintiffs but
finding that
that they
raised
no issues
issues of
cognizable harm.
However, the
the court
courtaccepted
accepted
raised no
of cognizable
harm. However,
Doe’s
of the
the
Doe's uncontroverted
uncontroverted testimony
testimony about
about his
his distress
distress on
on learning
learning of
improper
disclosure, granted
summary judgment,
judgment, and
and awarded
awarded
improper disclosure,
granted him
him summary
him
$1,000, the
statutorydamages
damages award
award under
under 55 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C.
him $1,000,
the minimum
minimum statutory
§552a(g)(4).
reversed on
on Doe’s
§552a(g)(4). The
The Fourth
Fourth Circuit
Circuit reversed
Doe's claim,
claim, holding
holding that
that
the
$1,000 minimum
who suffer
suffer actual
actual
the $1,000
minimum is
is available
available only
only to
to plaintiffs
plaintiffs who
damages,
issue of
of fact
fact about
about
damages,and
andthat
that Doe
Doe had
had not
not raised
raised aa triable
triable issue
such
emotional
such damages,
damages,having
having submitted
submitted no
no corroboration
corroboration for
for his
his emotional
distress
claim.
distress claim.

Held:
must prove
prove some
some actual
the
Held: Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs must
actual damages
damagestoto qualify
qualify for
for the
minimum
statutory award.
award. Pp.
Pp. 3-13.
3–13.
minimum statutory
(a)
gives agencies
agencies detailed
for manman(a) The
The Privacy
Privacy Act
Act gives
detailed instructions
instructions for

aging
records and
and provides
relief to
to persons
persons
aging their
their records
provides various
various sorts
sorts of
of civil
civil relief
aggrieved
the Act's
Act’s rereaggrieved by
by the
the Government’s
Government'sfailure
failure to
to comply
comply with
with the
quirements.
Doe’s claim
claim falls
falls within
withinaacatchall
catchallcategory
categoryfor
forsomeone
someone
quirements. Doe's
who
not otherwise
otherwise specified
specified
who suffers
suffers an
an “adverse
"adverse effect”
effect" from
from aa failure
failure not
in
the remedial
remedial section
section of
of the
the Act.
Act. §552a(g)(1)(D).
court deterdeter§552a(g)(1)(D). If
If aa court
in the
mines
subsection (g)(1)(D)
the agency
agency acted
an "in“inmines in
in aa subsection
(g)(1)(D)suit
suit that
that the
acted in
in an
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tentional
willful” manner,
manner, the
the Government
Government is
liable for
for "actual
“actual
tentional or
or willful"
is liable
damages
. . ,. but
in no
no case
case shall
perbut in
shall aa perdamagessustained
sustainedbybythe
theindividual
individual. ...
son
to recovery
recovery receive
. . $1,000."
$1,000.” §552a(g)(4)(A).
§552a(g)(4)(A).
son entitled
entitled to
receiveless
lessthan
than....
Pp.
Pp. 3–4.
3-4.
(b)
textual analysis
analysis supports
supports the
theGovernment's
Government’s
(b) A
A straightforward
straightforward textual
position
the minimum
minimumguarantee
guaranteegoes
goes only
only to
to victims
victims who
who prove
prove
position that
that the
some
the statute
statute guarantees
guarantees the
the $1,000
$1,000
someactual
actual damages.
damages. By
By the
the time
time the
minimum,
notonly
onlyhas
has confined
confined eligibility
eligibilityto
tovictims
victimsofofadverse
adverse efefminimum, itit not
fects
actions, but
but has
has provided
provided exexfects caused
causedby
byintentional
intentional or
or willful
willful actions,
pressly
liabilitytotosuch
suchvictims
victimsfor
for"actual
“actualdamages
damages sustained."
sustained.”
pressly for
for liability
When
next clause
clause of
sentence containing
proWhen the
the next
of the
the sentence
containing such
such an
an explicit
explicit provision guarantees
guarantees $1,000
$1,000 to
“person entitled
to recovery,"
recovery,” the
the obobvision
to the
the "person
entitled to
vious referent
is the
the immediately
immediately preceding
preceding provision
provision for
for recovering
recovering
vious
referent is
actual
damages, the
Act’s sole
sole provision
provision for
for recovering
recovering anything.
anything.
actual damages,
the Act's
Doe’s
requires nothing
nothing more
more than
than proof
proof of
of a
a
Doe'stheory
theory that
that the
the minimum
minimum requires
statutory
violation is
is immediately
immediately questionable
questionable in
ignoring the
the "ac“acstatutory violation
in ignoring
tual
damages” language
“a
tual damages"
language so
sodirectly
directly at
at hand
hand and
and instead
instead looking
looking for
for "a
person
to recovery"
recovery” in
a separate
devoid of
person entitled
entitled to
in a
separate part
part of
of the
the statute
statute devoid
of
any
of recovery
recovery or
might be
be recovered.
recovered. Doe
Doe ignores
ignores
any mention
mention of
or of
of what
what might
statutory
language by
statutory language
by reading
readingthe
thestatute
statuteto
to speak
speakofofliability
liability in
in aa
freestanding,
freestanding, unqualified
unqualified way,
way, when
whenitit actually
actually speaks
speaksin
in aa limited
limited
way,
by referencing
referencing enumerated
also at
at
way, by
enumerateddamages.
damages. His
His reading
reading is
is also
odds
the traditional
traditional understanding
understanding that
that tort
tortrecovery
recovery requires
requires
odds with
with the
both wrongful
wrongful act
act plus
plus causation
causation and
and proof
proof of
of some
some harm
which
both
harm for
for which
damages
damages can
can reasonably
reasonably be
beassessed.
assessed.And
Andan
an uncodified
uncodified provision
provision of
of
the
Act demonstrates
demonstrates that
Congress left
another day
day the
the question
question
the Act
that Congress
left for
for another
whether
to authorize
authorize general
general damages,
damages, i.e.,
i.e., an
an award
award calculated
calculated
whether to
without
reference to
In fact,
fact, drafting
drafting history
historyshows
shows
without reference
to specific
specificharm.
harm. In
that
Congress cut
that would
would have
have
that Congress
cut out
out the
the very
very language
languagein
in the
the bill
bill that
authorized
Doe’s reading
reading leaves
leaves the
authorized such
such damages.
damages. Finally,
Finally, Doe's
the entitleentitlement
recovery reference
the text,
text,
ment to
to recovery
referencewith
withno
nojob
jobtotodo.
do. As
As he
he treats
treats the
Congress
Congresscould
couldhave
haveaccomplished
accomplishedits
itsobject
objectsimply
simplyby
byproviding
providing that
that
the
Government would
for actual
actual damages
damages but
in no
no case
case
the Government
would be
be liable
liable for
but in
less
Pp. 4–8.
less than
than $1,000.
$1,000. Pp.
4-8.
(c)
for
(c) Doe’s
Doe'sargument
argumentsuggests
suggeststhat
thatitit would
would have
have been
been illogical
illogical for
Congress
an adverse
adverse
Congress to
to create
create aa cause
causeof
of action
action for
for anyone
anyone suffering
suffering an
effect
or willful
willfulagency
agency action,
action, then
then deny
deny recovery
recovery
effect from
from intentional
intentional or
without
actual damages.
damages. But
Butsubsection
subsection (g)(1)(D)'s
(g)(1)(D)’s recognition
recognition of
of a
a
without actual
civil
action was
was not
not meant
meant to
to provide
provide aa complete
complete cause
civil action
causeofofaction.
action. A
A
subsequent
in addiaddisubsequentprovision
provisionrequires
requiresproof
proofofofintent
intent or
or willfulness
willfulness in
tion
to adverse
adverse effect,
the specific
specific state
must be
be proven
proven
tion to
effect, and
and if
if the
state of
of mind
mind must
additionally,
consistent with
withlogic
logic to
torequire
requiresome
some actual
actual damdamadditionally, itit isisconsistent
ages
Doe also
to offer
offer guaranteed
guaranteed
agesas
aswell.
well. Doe
also suggests
suggeststhat
thatitit is
is peculiar
peculiar to
damages,
of presumed
presumed damages
proof of
of
damages,as
asaa form
form of
damagesnot
not requiring
requiring proof
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amount,
who can
can demonstrate
demonstrate actual
amount, only
only to
to plaintiffs
plaintiffs who
actual damages.
damages. But
But
this
approach parallels
parallels the
the common-law
common-law remedial
remedial scheme
scheme for
this approach
for certain
certain
defamation
in which
which plaintiffs
plaintiffscan
canrecover
recoverpresumed
presumeddamages
damages
defamation claims
claims in
only
theycan
candemonstrate
demonstrate some
some actual,
actual, quantifiable
quantifiable pecuniary
pecuniary
only ifif they
loss.
Finally,Doe
Doe points
points to
tosubsequently
subsequently enacted
enacted statutes
reloss. Finally,
statutes with
with remedial
to §552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4). However,
However, the
text of
of one
one
medial provisions
provisions similar
similar to
the text
provision
too far
different from
fromthe
thePrivacy
PrivacyAct's
Act’slanguage
language to
to serve
serve
provision is
is too
far different
as
as aa sound
sound basis
basis for
for analogy;
analogy; and
and even
evenas
asto
tothe
the other
other provisions,
provisions, this
this
Court
has said
said repeatedly
repeatedly that
subsequent legislative
Court has
that subsequent
legislative history
history will
will
rarely
override a
a reasonable
reasonable interpretation
that can
can be
be
rarely override
interpretation of
of aa statute
statute that
gleaned
to its
its enactenactgleaned from
from its
its language
language and
and legislative
legislative history
history prior
prior to
ment.
Pp. 9-12.
9–12.
ment. Pp.
306
306 F.
F. 3d
3d 170,
170, affirmed.
affirmed.
OUTER, J.,
of the
the Court,
Court,ininwhich
which
REHNQUIST,
S
SOUTER,
J.,delivered
deliveredthe
the opinion
opinion of
REHNQUIST,
C.
and O'CONNOR,
O’CONNOR, KKENNEDY,
ENNEDY, and
HOMAS, JJ.,
joined,
C. J.,
J., and
andTTHOMAS,
JJ.,
joined,and
andin
in which
which
S
CALIA, J.,
SCALIA,
J.,joined
joinedexcept
exceptasastotothe
thepenultimate
penultimateparagraph
paragraphofofPart
Part III
III
8. G
and
footnote 8.
INSBURG, J.,J.,
filed
which
and footnote
GINSBURG,
fileda adissenting
dissentingopinion,
opinion, in
in which
TEVENS and
REYER, JJ.,
joined.
REYER, J.,J.,
filed
S
STEVENS
andBBREYER,
JJ.,
joined.BBREYER,
filedaadissenting
dissenting opinion.
opinion.
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print of
ofthe
theUnited
UnitedStates
States Reports.
Reports. Readers
Readers are
are requested
requested to
to
preliminary print
notify
the Reporter
Reporter of
of Decisions,
Decisions, Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
United States,
States, WashWashnotify the
Court of
the United
ington,
D. C.
C. 20543,
order
20543, of
of any
any typographical
typographicalor
or other
other formal
formal errors,
errors, in
in order
ington, D.
that
corrections maybe
may be made
made before
before the
printgoes
goesto
topress.
press.
that corrections
the preliminary
preliminary print
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STATES
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_________________

BUCK DOE,
DOE, PETITIONER
PETITIONER v.
v. ELAINE
ELAINE L.
BUCK
L. CHAO,
CHAO,
SECRETARY OF LABOR
ON WRIT
WRIT OF
OF CERTIORARI
CERTIORARI TO
TO THE
THE UNITED
ON
UNITED STATES
STATES COURT
COURT OF
APPEALS FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
[February
24, 2004]
2004]
[February 24,

J
USTICE SSOUTER
OUTER delivered
JUSTICE
deliveredthe
theopinion
opinionof
ofthe
the Court.
Court.
The
States is
is subject
subject to
to aa cause
cause of
the
The United
United States
of action
action for
for the
benefit of
of at
at least
least some
some individuals
adversely affected
affected by
by a
a
benefit
individuals adversely
federal
agency’s
violation
of
the
Privacy
Act
of
1974.
The
federal agency's violation of the Privacy Act of 1974. The
question
mustprove
prove some
some
question before
before us
us is
is whether
whether plaintiffs
plaintiffs must
actual
award
actual damages
damagestotoqualify
qualify for
for aa minimum
minimum statutory
statutory award
of $1,000.
$1,000. We
We hold
hold that
that they must.
of
II
Petitioner
Buck Doe
Doe filed
filed for
forbenefits
benefitsunder
underthe
theBlack
Black
Petitioner Buck
Lung
Benefits Act,
Act, 83
83 Stat.
Stat. 792,
792, 30
30 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C. §901 et seq.,
seq.,
Lung Benefits
with
the Office
Office of
ofWorkers'
Workers’Compensation
Compensation Programs,
Programs, the
the
with the
division
of the
the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor responsible
responsible for
for adjuadjudivision of
dicating
it. The
Theapplication
applicationform
formcalled
calledfor
foraaSocial
SocialSecuSecudicating it.
rity
number, which
whichthe
theagency
agency then
thenused
usedtotoidentify
identifythe
the
rity number,
applicant’s
claim, as
as on
on documents
documents like
like "multicaptioned"
“multicaptioned”
applicant's claim,
notices
notices of
of hearing
hearing dates,
dates, sent
sent to
to groups
groups of
of claimants,
claimants, their
their
employers,
theircases.
cases. The
The
employers, and
and the
the lawyers
lawyers involved
involved in
in their
Government
practice led
ledtoto
Government concedes
concedesthat
that following
following this
this practice
disclosing
disclosing Doe’s
Doe'sSocial
SocialSecurity
Security number
number beyond
beyondthe
the limits
limits
set
by
the
Privacy
Act.
See
5
U.
S.
C.
§552a(b).
set by the Privacy Act. See 5 U. S. C. §552a(b).
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Doe
sixother
otherblack
blacklung
lungclaimants
claimantsto to
sue
Doe joined
joined with
with six
sue
the
Department
of
Labor,
alleging
repeated
violations
the Department of Labor, alleging repeated violations ofof
the Act
Act and
and seeking
seeking certification
certification of
of aa class
class of
of "`all
“ ‘allclaimclaimthe
ants
for Black
BlackLung
LungBenefits
Benefits
since
passage
of the
ants for
since
thethe
passage
of the
Privacy
Act.’ ” Pet.
Pet.forfor
Cert. 6a.
Earlyon,
on,the
the
United
Privacy Act."'
Cert.
6a. Early
United
States
stipulated
to
an
order
prohibiting
future
publicaStates stipulated to an order prohibiting future publication
of applicants'
applicants’ Social
Social Security
Security numbers
numbers on
onmulticapmulticaption of
tioned
hearing notices,
notices, and
and the
the parties
partiesthen
thenfiled
filed
crosstioned hearing
crossmotions
for
summary
judgment.
The
District
Court
motions for summary judgment. The District Court de-denied
class certification
and entered
entered judgment
judgment against
against all
all
nied class
certification and
individual
plaintiffsexcept
except Doe,
Doe, finding
their submissubmisindividual plaintiffs
finding that
that their
sions
As to
to Doe,
Doe,
sions had
had raised
raised no
no issues
issues of
of cognizable
cognizableharm.
harm. As
the
Court accepted
accepted his
uncontroverted evidence
evidence of
of distress
distress
the Court
his uncontroverted
on
of the
the improper
improper disclosure,
disclosure, granted
granted summary
summary
on learning
learning of
$1,000 in
judgment, and
andawarded
awarded $1,000
statutorydamages
damages
judgment,
in statutory
under
U. S.
S. C.
C. §552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4).
under 55 U.
A divided
divided panel
panel of
of the
the Fourth
FourthCircuit
Circuitaffirmed
affirmed
part
A
in in
part
but reversed
reversed on
on Doe's
Doe’s claim,
claim, holding
holdingthe
theUnited
United
States
but
States
entitled
to summary
summary judgment
judgmentacross
across the
the board.
board. 306
306 F.
F. 3d
3d
entitled to
170 (2002).
(2002). The
$1,000 statutory
170
Circuittreated
treatedthethe $1,000
The Circuit
statutory
minimum
asavailable
availableonly
only
to plaintiffs
suffered
minimum as
to plaintiffs
who who
suffered
actual
damages
because
of
the
agency’s
violation,
actual damages because of the agency's violation, id.,
id., at
at
176–179,
Doe had
176-179, and
and then
then found
found that
that Doe
had not
not raised
raised aa triable
triable
issue
about actual
actual damages,
damages, having
submitted no
no
issue of
of fact
fact about
having submitted
corroboration
for
his
claim
of
emotional
distress,
such
as
corroboration for his claim of emotional distress, such as
evidence
loss of
evidence of
of physical
physical symptoms,
symptoms, medical
medical treatment,
treatment, loss
of
income,
fact, the
the only
only indicaindicaincome, or
or impact
impact on
onhis
his behavior.
behavior. In
In fact,
tion
of emotional
emotional affiction
affliction
was
Doe’s
conclusoryallegaallegation of
was
Doe's
conclusory
tions
that he
hewas
was"`torn
“ ‘torn.... all
. . all
to pieces’
” and
“ ‘greatly
tions that
to pieces"'
and
"`greatly
concerned
because of
disclosure of
his
concernedand
and worried’
worried"'” because
of the
the disclosure
of his
Social
“ ‘devastating’ ”
Social Security
Security number
number and
and its
its potentially
potentially "`devastating"'
consequences.
at 181.
181.
consequences. Id.,
Id., at
Doe
review of
of the
the holding
holdingthat
thatsome
someacacDoe petitioned
petitioned for
for review
tual
damages must
must be
be proven
proven before
before aa plaintiff
plaintiffmay
mayreretual damages
ceive
the
minimum
statutory
award.
See
Pet.
for
Cert.
ceive the minimum statutory award. See Pet. for Cert. i.i.
Because
Circuit’s decision
decision requiring
requiringproof
proofofof
Because the
the Fourth
Fourth Circuit's
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actual
damages conflicted
the views
views of
actual damages
conficted with
with the
of other
other Circuits,
Circuits,
see,
e.g.,
Orekoya
v.
Mooney,
330
F.
3d
1,
7-8
(CA1
2003);
see, e.g., Orekoya v. Mooney, 330 F. 3d 1, 7–8
2003);
Wilborn
v. Department
Department of
of Health
Health and
andHuman
HumanServs.,
Servs.,49
49
Wilborn v.
888
F. 3d 597, 603 (CA9
1995); Waters
Waters v. Thornburgh,
Thornburgh, 888
(CA9 1995);
F. 2d 870, 872 (CADC
Department of
(CADC 1989);
1989); Johnson
Johnson v.
v. Department
Treasury, 700
700 F. 2d
2d 971,
971, 977,
977, and
and n. 12 (CA5 1983);
Treasury,
1983); Fitz1982), we
665 F. 2d 327,
330-331 (CA11
patrick
patrick v.
v.IRS,
IRS, 665
327, 330–331
(CA11 1982),
539
U.
S.
granted
certiorari.
539
U.
S.
___
(2003).
We
now
(2003). We now affirm.
affirm.
granted certiorari.

II
II
“[I]n
order to
toprotect
protectthe
theprivacy
privacyofofindividuals
individuals
identi"[I]n order
identified
in information
informationsystems
systems maintained
maintained by
by Federal
Federal agenagenfied in
cies,
is necessary
necessary ....
. . to
to regulate
regulate the
thecollection,
collection, maintemaintecies, itit is
nance,
use, and
and dissemination
disseminationofofinformation
information
such
nance, use,
by by
such
1896.
§2(a)(5),
agencies.”
Privacy
Act
of
1974,
§2(a)(5),
88
Stat.
1896.
88 Stat.
agencies." Privacy Act of 1974,
The
gives agencies
managing
The Act
Act gives
agenciesdetailed
detailedinstructions
instructions for
for managing
their
records and
their records
and provides
provides for
for various
various sorts
sorts of
of civil
civil relief
relief to
to
individuals
aggrieved
by
failures
on
the
Government’s
individuals aggrieved by failures on the Government's
part
to comply
comply with
the requirements.
requirements.
part to
with the
Subsection
recognizes aa civil
civil action
actionfor
foragency
agency
Subsection (g)(1)
(g)(1) recognizes
misconduct
fitting
within
any
of
four
categories
(the
(the
misconduct fitting within any of four categories
U. S.
fourth,
issue
here,
being
a catchall), 5
S. C.
C.
fourth, ininissue
here,
being
a catchall),
5 U.
§§552a(g)(1)(A)–(D),
makes separate
separate provision
provision
§§552a(g)(1)(A)-(D),and
and then
then makes
for
the redress
redress ofofeach.
each.The
The
first
categories
cover
for the
first
twotwo
categories
cover
(g)(1)(A)
deficient
management ofofrecords:
records:subsection
subsection (g)(1)(A)
deficient management
provides
correction of
of any
any inaccurate
inaccurate or
or otherwise
otherwise
provides for
for the
the correction
(g)(1)(B)
improper
material inina a
record,
and
subsection (g)(1)(B)
improper material
record,
and
subsection
provides
a
right
of
access
against
any
agency
refusing
to
provides a right of access against any agency refusing to
allow
an individual
individualtotoinspect
inspectaarecord
recordkept
keptononhim.
him.
allow an
In In
each
provisions specify
specify such
such things
thingsas
as
each instance,
instance, further
further provisions
the
de
novo
nature
of
the
suit
(as
distinct
from
any
form
the de novo nature of the suit (as distinct from any form of
of
deferential
review),§§552a(g)(2)(A),
§§552a(g)(2)(A), (g)(3)(A),
and mechamecha(g)(3)(A), and
deferential review),
nisms
for exercising
exercisingjudicial
judicialequity
equity
jurisdiction (by
in
nisms for
jurisdiction
(by in
camera
for example),
example), §552a(g)(3)(A).
§552a(g)(3)(A).
camera inspection,
inspection, for
The
two remaining
remainingcategories
categoriesdeal
dealwith
with
derelictions
The two
derelictions
having
consequences beyond
per
having consequences
beyondthe
thestatutory
statutory violations
violations per
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se.
se.

Subsection
to
Subsection (g)(1)(C)
(g)(1)(C) describes
describesan
an agency’s
agency'sfailure
failure to
maintain
an adequate
adequate record
record on
on an
an individual,
individual, when
whenthe
the
maintain an
result
is aa determination
determination"adverse"
“adverse” to
to that
thatperson.
person.SubSubresult is
section
when someone
someone sufsufsection (g)(1)(D)
(g)(1)(D) speaks
speaks of
of aa violation
violation when
fers
an
“adverse
effect”
from
any
other
failure
to
hew
fers an "adverse effect" from any other failure to hew toto
the terms
terms of
of the
the Act.
Act.Like
Like
inspection
and
correction
the
thethe
inspection
and
correction
infractions,
breaches of
of the
the statute
statutewith
with
adverseconseconseinfractions, breaches
adverse
quences
quences are
are addressed
addressedby
byspecific
specificterms
terms governing
governing relief:
relief:
“In
any suit
suitbrought
broughtunder
underthe
theprovisions
provisionsofofsubsecsubsec"In any
tion
(g)(1)(C) or
section in
which the
the court
court
tion (g)(1)(C)
or (D)
(D) of
of this
this section
in which
determines
that
the
agency
acted
in
a
manner
which
determines that the agency acted in a manner which
was
or willful,
willful,the
theUnited
UnitedStates
Statesshall
shallbebe
was intentional
intentional or
liable
to the
the individual
inan
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the
the sum
sum
liable to
individual in
of—
of“(A)
as
"(A) actual
actual damages
damagessustained
sustainedby
bythe
the individual
individual as
a
of the
the refusal
refusal or
or failure,
failure, but
but in
inno
nocase
case shall
a result
result of
shall aa
person
to recovery
recovery receive
receive less
sum
person entitled
entitled to
less than
than the
the sum
of $1,000; and
“(B)
costs of
of the
the action
actiontogether
togetherwith
with
reason"(B) the
the costs
reasonable
attorneyfees
feesasas
determined
by court."
the court.”
able attorney
determined
by the
§552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4).'1

III
III
Doe
subsection (g)(4)(A)
plainDoe argues
argues that
that subsection
(g)(4)(A) entitles
entitles any
any plaintiff
adversely
affected
by
an
intentional
or
willful
violation
tiff adversely affected by an intentional or willful violation
to
the $1,000
$1,000 minimum
minimum on
on proof
proof of
of nothing
nothingmore
morethan
thana a
to the
——————
1 The Privacy Act says nothing about standards of proof governing
1 The Privacy Act says nothing about standards of proof governing
equitable
that may
may be
be open
open to
to victims
victims of
of adverse
adverse determinations
determinations
equitable relief
relief that
or
effects, although
inattention is
is explained
explained by
by the
the
or effects,
althoughitit may
may be
be that
that this
this inattention
general
the Administrative
AdministrativeProceProcegeneral provisions
provisions for
for equitable
equitablerelief
relief within
within the
dure
(APA), 55 U.
Court relied
relied on
on
dure Act
Act (APA),
U. S.
S. C.
C. §706.
§706. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the District
District Court
the
APA
in
determining
that
it
had
jurisdiction
to
enforce
the
stiputhe APA in determining that it had jurisdiction to enforce the stipulated order
order prohibiting
prohibiting the
the Department
Department of
of Labor
Labor from
from using
using Social
Social
lated
Security
captions. Doe
Doe v.
v. Herman,
Herman, Civ.
Civ. Action
Action
Security numbers
numbers in
in multiparty
multiparty captions.
No.
(DC Va.,
Va., Mar.
Mar.18,
18, 1998),
1998), pp.
pp. 9–11.
No. 97–0043–B
97-0043-B (DC
9-11.
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statutory
violation:anyone
anyonesuffering
sufferinganan
adverse
consestatutory violation:
adverse
consequence
orwillful
willful
disclosure
entitled
quence of
of intentional
intentional or
disclosure
is is
entitled
to to
recovery.
The Government
Government claims
claims the
the minimum
minimum guaranguaranrecovery. The
tee goes
goes only
only totovictims
victimswho
who
prove
some
actual
damtee
prove
some
actual
damages.
We
think
the
Government
has
the
better
side
of
the
ages. We think the Government has the better side of the
argument.
argument.
To
begin with,
with, the
theGovernment's
Government’s position
position isissupported
supported
To begin
by
a
straightforward
textual
analysis.
When
the
statute
by a straightforward textual analysis. When the statute
gets
point of
of guaranteeing
guaranteeing the
the $1,000
$1,000 minimum,
gets to
to the
the point
minimum, itit
not
only has
has confined
confined any
to victims
victimsofofadverse
adverse
not only
any eligibility
eligibility to
effects
orwillful
willful
actions,
effects caused
caused by
by intentional
intentional or
actions,
butbut
hashas
provided
to such
such victims
victims for
for"actual
“actual
provided expressly
expresslyfor
for liability
liability to
damages
hasmade
madespecific
specificprovision,
provision,in in
damages sustained.”
sustained." ItIthas
other
words, for
for what
whataavictim
victim
within
limited
other words,
within
thethe
limited
classclass
may
recover.
When
the
very
next
clause
of
the
sentence
may recover. When the very next clause of the sentence
$1,000 to
containing
the explicit
explicitprovision
provisionguarantees
guarantees $1,000
containing the
to aa
“person
recovery,” the
"person entitled
entitled to
to recovery,"
the simplest
simplest reading
reading of
of that
that
phrase
looks
back
to
the
immediately
preceding
provision
phrase looks back to the immediately preceding provision
for
recovering actual
actual damages,
damages, which
is also
also the
the Act's
Act’s sole
sole
for recovering
which is
provision
recovering anything
from equitaequitaprovision for
for recovering
anything (as
(as distinct
distinct from
ble relief).
relief). With
With
such
an obvious
referent
for “person
ble
such
an obvious
referent
for "person
entitled
to recovery"
recovery” in
in the
the plaintiff
plaintiffwho
whosustains
sustains"actual
“actual
entitled to
damages,”
is immediately
immediatelyquestionable
questionableinin
damages," Doe’s
Doe's theory
theory is
ignoring
the"actual
“actualdamages"
damages”language
languagesosodirectly
directly
ignoring the
at at
hand
and instead
instead looking
looking for
for "a
“a person
person entitled
entitled to
torecovrecovhand and
ery”
in aa separate
separate part
part of
of the
thestatute
statutedevoid
devoidof
ofany
anymenmenery" in
tion either
eitherof
of recovery
recovery or
or of
of what
what might
mightbe
berecovered.
recovered.
tion
Nor
is itit too
too strong
strong to
to say
say that
that Doe
Doe does
does ignore
Nor is
ignore statutory
statutory
language.
When Doe
Doe reads
reads the
statute to
to mean
mean that
thatthe
the
language. When
the statute
United
States shall
shallbe
beliable
liable
adversely
affected
United States
to to
anyany
adversely
affected
subject
violation, without
without more,
more,
subject of
ofan
anintentional
intentional or
or willful
willful violation,
he
willfulaction
actionas
as the
thelast
lastfact
factnecessary
necessary to
to make
make
he treats
treats willful
the
Government "liable,"
“liable,” and
and he
he is
is thus
thusable
abletotodescribe
describe
the Government
anyone
liable as
as entitled
entitled to
to the
the $1,000
$1,000 guarguaranyone to
to whom
whom itit is
is liable
antee.
But this
thisway
way of
of reading
reading the
the statute
statute simply
simply pays
pays no
no
antee. But
attention
to the
thefact
factthat
that
statute
does
speak
attention to
thethe
statute
does
notnot
speak
of of
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liability
consequent entitlement
entitlement to
torecovery)
recovery)inina a
liability (and
(and consequent
freestanding,
unqualified way,
way, but
butinina a
limited
way,
freestanding, unqualified
limited
way,
by by

reference
to enumerated
enumerateddamages.2
damages.2
reference to
Doe’s
to recovery"
recovery” as
as
Doe's manner
manner of
of reading
reading “entitle[ment]
"entitle[ment] to
satisfied
by
adverse
effect
caused
by
intentional
or
willful
satisfied by adverse effect caused by intentional or willful
violation is
is in
intension
tensionwith
withmore
morethan
thanthe
the
text,
however.
violation
text,
however.
It
atodds
odds with
withthe
thetraditional
traditional
understanding
that
It isis at
understanding
that
torttort
recovery
requires
not
only
wrongful
act
plus
causation
recovery requires not only wrongful act plus causation
reaching
but proof
proof of
of some
some harm
reaching to
to the
the plaintiff,
plaintiff, but
harm for
for which
which
damages can
can reasonably
reasonably be
W. Keeton,
Keeton,
damages
be assessed.
assessed. See,
See, e.g.,
e.g., W.
D.
D. Owen,
Keeton on
on
D. Dobbs,
Dobbs, R.
R.Keeton,
Keeton, &
& D.
Owen, Prosser
Prosser and
and Keeton
Law of
of Torts
Torts §30
§30 (5th
ed. 1984).
Doe, instead,
a
Law
(5th ed.
1984). Doe,
instead, identifies
identifies a
person as
as entitled
entitledtotorecover
recoverwithout
without
reference
person
anyany
reference
to to
proof
Doe might
respond
proof of
of damages,
damages,actual
actual or
or otherwise.
otherwise. Doe
might respond
that
it
makes
sense
to
speak
of
a
privacy
tort
victim
that it makes sense to speak of a privacy tort victim as as
entitled
to recover
recover without
withoutreference
referencetotodamages
damagesbecause
because
entitled to
analogous
not require
requirehim
himtoto
show
analogous common
commonlaw
law would
would not
show
particular
items
of
injury
in
order
to
receive
a
dollar
particular items of injury in order to receive a dollar re-recovery. Traditionally,
Traditionally,the
thecommon
common law
law has
has provided
provided such
such
covery.
victims
witha aclaim
claim
“general”
damages,
which
victims with
forfor
"general"
damages,
which
for for
privacy
and defamation
defamation torts
tortsare
arepresumed
presumeddamages:
damages:aa
privacy and
monetary
award calculated
calculated without
withoutreference
reference totospecific
specific
monetary award
harm.
harm.33
——————
2 Indeed,

violation were
were alone
alone
2Indeed, ifif adverse
adverseeffect
effectofofintentional
intentional or
or willful
willful violation
enough
to recovery,
recovery, then
then Congress
Congress could
could have
have
enough to
to make
make aa person
person entitled
entitled to
conditioned
entire subsection
subsection (g)(4)(A)
(g)(4)(A) as
only to
to "a
“a person
person
conditioned the
the entire
as applying
applying only
entitled
to recovery."
recovery.” That,
That, of
of course,
course, is
is not
not what
what Congress
Congress wrote.
As
entitled to
wrote. As
we
mentioned before,
before, Congress
Congress used
the entitled-to-recovery
entitled-to-recovery phrase
phrase
we mentioned
used the
only
to describe
describe those
the $1,000
$1,000 guarantee,
spoke of
only to
those entitled
entitled to
to the
guarantee, and
and it
it spoke
of
entitlement
and guarantee
guarantee only
actual
entitlement and
only after
after referring
referring to
to an
an individual’s
individual's actual
damages,
“actual damages"
damages” is
touchstone of
of
damages,indicating
indicating that
that "actual
is aa further
further touchstone
the
the entitlement.
entitlement.
3 3 Restatement of Torts §621, Comment a (1938) (“It is not necessary
33 Restatement of Torts §621, Comment a (1938) ("It is not necessary
for
the plaintiff
plaintiff [who
seeking general
general damages
action for
for
[who is
is seeking
damagesinin an
an action
for the
defamation]
any other
other
defamation] to
to prove
prove any
any specific
specificharm
harm to
to his
his reputation
reputation or
or any
loss
caused thereby");
thereby”); 4
d (1939)
(1939) (noting
that
id., §867,
loss caused
§867, Comment
Comment d
(noting that
4 id.,
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Such
pass muster
PriSuch aa rejoinder
rejoinder would
would not
not pass
muster under
under the
the Privacy Act,
Act, however,
however, because
because aa provision
provisionofofthe
the
vacy
ActAct
notnot
previously mentioned
mentioned indicates
indicates beyond
beyond serious
previously
serious doubt
doubt that
that
general
violageneral damages
damagesare
arenot
notauthorized
authorized for
for aa statutory
statutory violation.
Anuncodified
uncodifiedsection
sectionofofthe
theAct
Actestablished
establisheda aPriPrition. An
vacy Protection
Protection Study
Study Commission,
Commission, which
which was
was charged,
charged,
vacy
among
other jobs,
jobs,totoconsider
consider"whether
“whetherthe
the
Federal
among its
its other
Federal
Government
for general
general damages
damages incurred
Government should
should be
be liable
liable for
incurred
by an
an individual
individualas
asthe
theresult
resultofof
a willful
or intentional
by
a willful
or intentional
violation of
of the
theprovisions
provisionsofofsections
sections 552a(g)(1)(C)
552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D)
(D)
violation
of
5.”4 §5(c)(2)(B)(iii),
Congress left
§5(c)(2)(B)(iii), 88
of title
title 5."4
88 Stat.
Stat. 1907.
1907. Congress
left the
the
question
of general
general damages,
damages, that
thatis,is,forfor
another
day.
question of
another
day.
Because
Because presumed
presumeddamages
damagesare
aretherefore
thereforeclearly
clearly unavailunavailable,
we have
have no
nobusiness
businesstreating
treatingjust
just
adversely
able, we
anyany
adversely
affected
victim
of
an
intentional
or
willful
violation
affected victim of an intentional or willful violation as as
entitled
to recovery,
recovery, without
something more.
more.
entitled to
without something
This
inference from
fromthe
the
terms
of Commission's
the Commission’s
This inference
terms
of the
mandate
is
underscored
by
drafting
history
showing that
that
mandate is underscored by drafting history showing
Congress
would
Congresscut
cutout
outthe
thevery
very language
languageininthe
thebill
bill that
that would
have
anypresumed
presumeddamages.5
damages.5 The
have authorized
authorized any
The Senate
Senate bill
bill
——————
damages
same way
which
damagesare
areavailable
availablefor
forprivacy
privacytorts
torts “in
"in the
the same
way in
in which
general
proof of
general damages
damagesare
aregiven
givenfor
fordefamation,”
defamation," without
without proof
of “pecuniary
"pecuniary
loss [or]
physical harm");
harm”);see
see also
also 33 Restatement
Restatement(Second)
(Second) of
of Torts
Torts §621,
§621,
loss
[or] physical
Comment
(1976).
Comment aa (1976).
4 The Commission ultimately recommended that the Act should “per4The Commission ultimately recommended that the Act should "permit
the recovery
recovery of
ofspecial
special and
andgeneral
generaldamages
damages . . . but
but in
in no
no case
case
mit the
should
to recovery
recovery receive
receive less
less than
the sum
sum of
of $1,000
$1,000
should a
a person
person entitled
entitled to
than the
or
more than
than the
thesum
sumof
of$10,000
$10,000 for
forgeneral
generaldamages
damages in
in excess
excess of
the
or more
of the
dollar
amount of
of any
any special
special damages.”
Infordollar amount
damages." Personal
Personal Privacy
Privacy in
in an
an Information
Society: The
Study Commission
Commission
mation Society:
The Report
Report of
of the
the Privacy
Privacy Protection
Protection Study
531
1977).
531 (July
(July 1977).
5 On this point, we do not understand JUSTICE GINSBURG’s dissent to
50n this point, we do not understand JUSTICE GINSBURG's dissent to
take
issue with
with our
our conclusion
conclusion that
that Congress
Congress explicitly
explicitly rejected
rejected the
the
take issue
proposal to
make presumed
presumed damages
Act violaviolaproposal
to make
damagesavailable
available for
for Privacy
Privacy Act
GINSBURG appears
Congress
tions. Instead,
Instead,JUSTICE
JUSTICE GINSBURG
tions.
appearstotoargue
argueonly
only that
that Congress
would
have wanted
wanted nonpecuniary
nonpecuniary harm
to qualify
qualify as
as actual
actualdamages
damages
would have
harm to
under
subsection (g)(4)(A).
Post, at
n. 4
(plaintiff may
may recover
recover for
for
8, n.
under subsection
(g)(4)(A). Post,
at 8,
4 (plaintiff
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would
have authorized
authorized an
an award
award ofof"actual
“actualand
andgeneral
general
would have
damages
any person,"
person,” with
withthat
thatlanguage
language
damages sustained
sustained by
by any
followed
guarantee that
“in no
no case
case shall
shall aa person
person
followed by
by the
the guarantee
that "in
entitled
to recovery
recovery receive
receive less
less than
the sum
sum of
of $1,000."
$1,000.”
entitled to
than the
S. 3418, 93d Cong., 2d
S.
2d Sess.,
Sess., §303(c)(1) (1974).
Although
(1974). Although
the provision
provision for
forgeneral
generaldamages
damageswould
wouldhave
have
covered
the
covered
presumed damages,
this language
languagewas
was
presumed
damages, see
see n.
n. 3,
3, supra,
supra, this
trimmed
from
the
final
statute,
subject
to
any
later
revitrimmed from the final statute, subject to any later revision
mightbe
be recommended
recommended by
The
sion that
that might
by the
the Commission.
Commission. The
deletion
is fairly
fairlyseen,
seen,
deletion of
of “general
"general damages”
damages"from
fromthe
the bill
bill is
then,
as aadeliberate
deliberateelimination
elimination
of any
possibility
then, as
of any
possibility
of of
imputing
harmand
andawarding
awardingpresumed
presumeddamages.6
damages.6 The
The
imputing harm
deletion
precludes any
deletion thus
thus precludes
any hope
hope of
of aa sound
soundinterpretation
interpretation
of
entitlementtotorecovery
recoverywithout
without
reference
to actual
of entitlement
reference
to actual

damages.77
damages.
Finally,
Doe’s reading
reading is
is open
open to
to the
theobjection
objection that
thatno
no
Finally, Doe's
purpose is
is served
served by
byconditioning
conditioningthe
the
guarantee
purpose
guarantee
on on
a a
person’s being
As Doe
Doe treats
text,
person's
beingentitled
entitled to
to recovery.
recovery. As
treats the
the text,
Congress
accomplished its
object simply
simplyby
by
Congress could
could have
have accomplished
its object
providing that
thatthe
theGovernment
Governmentwould
would
liable
to the
providing
be be
liable
to the
individual
for actual
actual damages
damages “but
no case
. . less
less than
individual for
"but in
in no
case. ...
than
the sum
sum of
of$1,000"
$1,000” plus
plusfees
feesand
andcosts.
costs.Doe's
Doe’s
reading
the
reading
leaves the
to recovery
recovery with
no job
job
leaves
the reference
referenceto
to entitlement
entitlement to
with no
to do,
do, and
accordingly accomplishes
accomplishes nothing.8
nothing.8
to
and it
it accordingly
——————

emotional
‘that he
he proves
proves to
to have
have been
been actually
suffered by
by
emotional distress
distress “"`that
actually suffered
him’
(quoting 33Restatement
Restatement (Second)
(Second) of
Torts, supra,
supra, at
at 402,
402, ComComhim"'” (quoting
of Torts,
ment
Thatissue,
issue, however,
however, is
is not
not before
before us
See n.
ment b)).
b)). That
us today.
today. See
n. 12,
12, infra.
infra.
6 While theoretically there could also have been a third category, that
6 While theoretically there could also have been a third category, that
of
damages,” itit is
that Congress
Congress intended
of “nominal
"nominal damages,"
is implausible
implausible that
intended tacitly
tacitly
to
recognize aa nominal
to recognize
nominal damages
damagesremedy
remedyafter
aftereliminating
eliminating the
the explicit
explicit
reference
to general
general damages.
damages.
reference to
7 JUSTICE SCALIA does not join this paragraph or footnote 8.
7JUSTICE SCALIA does not join this paragraph or footnote 8.
8 JUSTICE GINSBURG responds that our reading is subject to a similar
8JUSTICE GINSBURG responds that our reading is subject to a similar
criticism:
“Congress more
rationally [c]ould
have written:
written: ‘actual
`actual
criticism: "Congress
more rationally
[c]ould have
damages
. .but
butininno
nocase
case shall
shallaaperson
personwho
who proves
proves such
such damages
damages [in
damages ....
[in
any
receive less
” Post,
Post, at
3–4. Congress's
Congress’s use
use of
any amount]
amount] receive
lessthan
than $1,000.’
$1,000."'
at 3-4.
of
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IV
IV
There
three loose
loose ends.
Doe’s argument
suggests it
There are
are three
ends. Doe's
argument suggests
it
would
have been
been illogical
for Congress
Congress to
to create
create aa cause
cause of
would have
illogical for
of
action
anyone who
action for
for anyone
who suffers
suffers an
an adverse
adverse effect
effect from
from intenintentional
or willful
willfulagency
agency action,
action, then
then deny
deny recovery
recovery without
tional or
without
actual
damages.
But
this
objection
assumes
that
actual damages. But this objection assumes that the the
language
subsection (g)(1)(D)
language in
in subsection
(g)(1)(D) recognizing
recognizing aa federal
federal “civil
"civil
action”
on the
thepart
partof of
someoneadversely
adverselyaffected
affectedwas
was
action" on
someone
meant,
without
more,
to
provide
a
complete
cause
of
acmeant, without more, to provide a complete cause of action,
and of
of course
course this
not so.
so. AAsubsequent
subsequent provision
provision
tion, and
this is
is not
requires
proof of
of intent
intentororwillfulness
willfulnessinin
addition
to adrequires proof
addition
to adverse
effect,
and
if
the
specific
state
of
mind
must
verse effect, and if the specific state of mind must be be
proven
equallyconsistent
consistentwith
withlogic
logictoto
proven additionally,
additionally, ititisisequally
require
some actual
Nor does
does our
view
require some
actual damages
damagesas
aswell.
well. Nor
our view
deprive
the language
language recognizing
recognizinga acivil
civil
action
by an
deprive the
action
by an
adversely
adversely affected
affected person
personof
of any
any independent
independent effect,
effect,for
for it
it
may
be understood
but specific
specific
may readily
readily be
understood as
as having
having aa limited
limited but
function:
the reference
reference in
in§552a(g)(1)(D)
§552a(g)(1)(D) to
to "adverse
“adverse effect"
effect”
function: the
acts
as
a
term
of
art
identifying
a
potential
plaintiff
who
acts as a term of art identifying a potential plaintiff who
satisfies
injury-in-fact and
and causation
causation requirements
requirements of
of
satisfies the
the injury-in-fact
Article III
IIIstanding,
standing,and
andwho
who
may
consequentlybring
bring
Article
may
consequently
a a
civil
action without
without suffering
sufferingdismissal
dismissal for
forwant
wantofofstandstandcivil action
ing
to sue.
sue. See
See Director,
Director,Office
Officeof
ofWorkers'
Workers’ Compensation
Compensation
ing to
Programs v.
& Dry
DryDock
Dock Co.,
Co.,
Programs
v. Newport
Newport News
News Shipbuilding
Shipbuilding &
122, 126
126 (1995)
514
U. S.
S. 122,
(1995) (“The
phrase `person
‘person adversely
adversely
514 U.
("The phrase
——————
the
entitlement phrase
phrase actually
actually contained
contained in
the statute,
statute, however,
however, is
is
the entitlement
in the
explained
The first
firstbill
billpassed
passed by
by the
theSenate
Senate
explainedby
by drafting
drafting history.
history. The
authorized
recovery of
at
authorized recovery
of both
both actual
actual and
and general
general damages.
damages. See
See infra,
infra, at
7–8.
Atthat
thatpoint,
point,when
whendiscussing
discussing eligibility
eligibilityfor
forthe
the$1,000
$1,000 guarantee,
guarantee,
7-8. At
it
was reasonable
reasonable to
with either
eithersort
sortofofdamages
damages by
by
it was
to refer
refer to
to plaintiffs
plaintiffs with
the
general term
“a person
person entitled
entitled to
to recovery."
recovery.” When
Whensubsequent
subsequent
the general
term "a
amendment
actual damages
damages by
the
amendmentlimited
limited recovery
recovery to
to actual
by eliminating
eliminating the
general,
to delete
delete the
the inclusive
inclusive reference
reference to
to
general, no
no one
one apparently
apparently thought
thought to
entitlement.
Butthis
thisfailure
failuretotoremove
removethe
theold
oldlanguage
language did
did not
not affect
affect
entitlement. But
its
reference to
its reference
to “actual
"actual damages,”
damages,"the
theterm
termremaining
remaining from
from the
the original
original
pair, "actual
“actual and
and general."
general.”
pair,
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affected
used in
in many
many statstataffected or
or aggrieved’
aggrieved'isis aa term
term of
of art
art used
utes to
to designate
designate those
to challenge
challenge or
utes
those who
who have
have standing
standing to
or
appeal
the agency
agency or
or before
before the
appeal an
an agency
agency decision,
decision,within
within the
the
§702 (providing
courts”);
see also
also 5
S. C.
C. §702
review ofof
U. S.
courts"); see
(providing review
5 U.
agency
action
under
the
Administrative
Procedure
to
agency action under the Administrative Procedure Act
Act to
individuals
whohave
havebeen
been"adversely
“adversely
affected
or agindividuals who
affected
or aggrieved”).
Thatis,
is,an
anindividual
individualsubjected
subjectedtotoan
anadverse
adverse
grieved"). That
effect
enough to
to open
open the
the courthouse
courthouse door,
door, but
effect has
has injury
injury enough
but
without more
more has
has no
no cause
cause of
of action
action for
fordamages
damages under
under
without
the
Privacy Act.9
Act.9
the Privacy
Next,
Doe also
Next, Doe
also suggests
suggeststhere
there is
is something
something peculiar
peculiar in
in
offering
some guaranteed
damages, as
of presumed
presumed
offering some
guaranteed damages,
as aa form
form of
damages
requiringproof
proofofofamount,
amount,
only
to those
damages not
not requiring
only
to those
plaintiffs
who can
can demonstrate
demonstrate actual
But this
this
plaintiffs who
actual damages.
damages. But
approach
parallels
another
remedial
scheme
that
approach parallels another remedial scheme that the the
drafters
of the
thePrivacy
PrivacyAct
Actwould
wouldprobably
probablyhave
have
known
drafters of
known
about.
commonlaw,
law,
certain
defamation
torts
about. AtAtcommon
certain
defamation
torts
werewere
redressed
a plaintiff
plaintiff
redressed by
by general
general damages
damagesbut
but only
only when
when a
first
proved some
some “special
first proved
"special harm,”
harm," i.e.,
i.e., “harm
"harm of
of aa material
material
and
generally of
a pecuniary
pecuniary nature."
nature.” 3
Restatement of
3 Restatement
of
and generally
of a
Torts
§575, Comments
Comments a
a and
and bb (1938)
(1938) (discussing
(discussing defamadefamaTorts §575,
tion torts
torts that
thatare
are"not
“notactionable
actionableper
perse");
se”);see
see also
also 33 ReRetion
——————
9 Nor are we convinced by the analysis mentioned in the dissenting
9 Nor are we convinced by the analysis mentioned in the dissenting
opinion
the Court
Court of
of Appeals,
Appeals, that
any plaintiff
plaintiffwho
whocan
can demonstrate
demonstrate
opinion in
in the
that any
that
he was
was adversely
agency action
action is
is
that he
adversely affected
affectedby
byintentional
intentional or
or willful
willful agency
entitled
to costs
costs and
and reasonable
reasonable attorney's
attorney’s fees
fees under
under §552a(g)(4)(B),
§552a(g)(4)(B),
entitled to
and
for that
thatreason
reason "a
“a person
person entitled
entitled to
torecovery"
recovery” under
under subsection
subsection
and is
is for
(g)(4)(A).
See 306
306 F.
F. 3d
3d 170,
170, 188–189
(g)(4)(A). See
188-189 (CA4
(CA4 2002).
2002). Instead
Instead of
of treating
treating
damages
plaintifftotocosts
costsand
andfees,
fees,see,
see, e.g.,
e.g., 42
42
damages as
as aarecovery
recoveryentitling
entitling aa plaintiff
U. S.
C. §1988(b)
§ 1988(b)(allowing
(allowing“a
"areasonable
reasonableattorney’s
attorney'sfee”
fee"to
toaa“prevailing
"prevailing
U.
S. C.
party”
under many
many federal
federal civil
civil rights
rightsstatutes);
statutes);Alyeska
Alyeska Pipeline
Pipeline
party" under
240, 247–258
Service
v. Wilderness
Wilderness Society,
Society, 421
U. S.
S. 240,
(1975) (dis(dis421 U.
Service Co.
Co. v.
247-258 (1975)
cussing history
of American
American courts'
courts’ power
power to
to award
award fees
fees and
and costs
costs to
to
cussing
history of
prevailing
plaintiffs), this
this analysis
analysis would
would treat
treat costs
costs and
and fees
fees as
as the
the
prevailing plaintiffs),
recovery
a plaintiff
to minimum
minimumdamages;
damages; it
would get
get the
the cart
cart
recovery entitling
entitling a
plaintiff to
it would
before the
horse.
before
the horse.
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statement
Torts §575,
a and
and bb
statement (Second)
(Second) of
of Torts
§575, Comments
Comments a
(1976)
claiming such
such torts
torts could
could recover
recover
(1976) (same).
(same). Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs claiming
presumed damages
they could
could demonstrate
demonstrate some
some
presumed
damagesonly
only ifif they
actual,
quantifiable pecuniary
pecuniary loss.
loss. Because
Because the
the recovery
recovery
actual, quantifiable
of
presumed damages
damages in
these cases
cases was
of presumed
in these
was supplemental
supplemental to
to
compensation for
specific harm,
harm, ititwas
washardly
hardly
unprececompensation
for specific
unprecedented
for Congress
Congress totomake
makea guaranteed
a guaranteed
minimum
dented for
minimum
contingent upon
upon some
some showing
damages, thereby
contingent
showing of
of actual
actual damages,
thereby
avoiding
giveaways to
plaintiffs with
withnothing
nothingmore
morethan
than
avoiding giveaways
to plaintiffs
95,
461 U.
U. S.
“abstract
injuries,” Los
LosAngeles
Angeles v.v.Lyons,
Lyons, 461
S. 95,
"abstract injuries,"
101-102 (1983).10
101–102
(1983).10
In
final effort
effortto
tosave
save his
his claim,
claim, Doe
Doe points
In aa final
points to
to aa pair
pair of
of
statutes
with remedial
remedialprovisions
provisionsthat
thatare
areworded
wordedsimisimistatutes with
1976,
§552a(g)(4).
larly toto §552a(g)(4).
See
Tax Reform
ReformAct
Act
larly
See Tax
of of 1976,
1665-1666,
§1201(i)(2)(A), 90 Stat. 1665–1666,
26 U. S.
S. C.
1687,
§1202(e)(1),
90
§6110(j)(2)(A);
90 Stat.
26 U. S.
S. C.
1982); Electronic
ed., Supp.
§7217(c) (1976 ed.,
Supp. V) (repealed 1982);
100 Stat.
§201, 100
Communications
Privacy Act
Act ofof1986,
1986, §201,
Stat.
Communications Privacy
1866, 18
1866,
U. S.
S. C.
C. §2707(c).
He contends
contends that
that legislative
legislative
18 U.
§2707(c). He
history of
of these
these subsequent
subsequent enactments
enactments shows
shows that
Conhistory
that Congress
sometimes
used
language
similar
to
5
U.
S.
C.
U.
S.
C.
gress sometimes used language similar to
5
§552a(g)(4)
liquidated
§552a(g)(4)with
with the
the object
object of
of authorizing
authorizing true
true liquidated
damages
See, e.g.,
e.g., S.
S. Rep.
Rep. No.
No. 94–938,
p. 348
348
damages remedies.
remedies. See,
94-938, p.
(1976) (discussing
(1976)
of
the
Tax
Reform
Act);
(discussing §1202(e)(1)
§1202(e)(1) of the Tax Reform Act);
S. Rep.
Rep. No. 99–541,
99-541, p.
p. 43
43 (1986) (discussing §201
§201 of
of the
Electronic
Thereare
aretwo
two
Electronic Communications
Communications Privacy
Privacy Act).
Act). There
problems with
with this
of
problems
this argument.
argument. First,
First,asastoto§1201(1)(2)(A)
§1201(i)(2)(A) of
——————
10
Wealso
alsoreject
rejectthe
therelated
related suggestion
suggestion that
that the
the category
with
category of
of cases
cases with
10We
actual
damages
not
exceeding
$1,000
is
so
small
as
to
render
the
$1,000
actual damages not exceeding
is so small as to render the
minimum
award meaningless
meaningless under
easy enough
enough to
to
minimum award
under our
our reading.
reading. ItItisiseasy
imagine
out to
to be
be reasonable
reasonable in
imagine pecuniary
pecuniary expenses
expensesthat
thatmight
might turn
turn out
in
particular
short of
of $1,000:
$1,000: fees
fees associated
associated with
with
particular cases
casesbut
butfall
fall well
well short
running
credit report,
report, for
for example,
example, or
or the
the charge
charge for
Valium preprerunning aa credit
for aa Valium
scription.
Since we
we do
do not
not address
address the
the definition
definitionofofactual
actualdamages
damages
scription. Since
today,
this challenge
challenge is
is too
too speculative
speculative to
to overcome
overcome our
today, see
see n.
n. 12,
12, infra,
infra, this
our
interpretation
of the
the statute's
statute’s plain
plainlanguage
language and
and history.
history.
interpretation of
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the Tax
Tax Reform
Reform Act,
the text
text is
is too
too far
fardifferent
differentfrom
fromthe
the
the
Act, the

language of
Act to
to serve
serve as
as any
any sound
sound basis
basis for
language
of the
the Privacy
Privacy Act
for
analogy;
does not
not include
includethe
thecritical
critical
limiting
phrase
analogy; it
it does
limiting
phrase
“entitled
to recovery."
recovery.” But
Buteven
evenasastoto
§1202(e)(1)ofofthe
the
"entitled to
§1202(e)(1)
Tax
Reform
Act
and
§201
of
the
Electronic
CommunicaTax Reform Act and §201 of the Electronic Communications Privacy
Privacy Act,
Act, the
thetrouble
troublewith
with
Doe’s
position
is its
tions
Doe's
position
is its
reliance
legislative histories
histories of
of completely
completely separate
separate
reliance on
on the
the legislative
statutes
passed well
after the
the Privacy
PrivacyAct.
Act.Those
Thoseof of
statutes passed
well after
usus
who
look to
to legislative
legislative history
historyhave
have been
been wary
wary about
about exexwho look
pecting to
reliable interpretive
interpretive help
help outside
outside the
the record
record
pecting
to find
find reliable
of
the statute
statute being
being construed,
construed, and
and we
we have
have said
said repeatrepeatof the
edly
“ ‘subsequent legislative
rarely overoveredly that
that "`subsequent
legislative history
history will
will rarely
ride
reasonable interpretation
of aastatute
statutethat
thatcan
canbebe
ride aa reasonable
interpretation of
gleaned
language and
prior to
to
gleaned from
from its
its language
and legislative
legislative history
history prior
”
Solid
Waste
Agency
of
Northern
Cook
Cty.
its
enactment,’
its enactment,"' Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook Cty.
v.
Army Corps
Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, 531
531 U.
U. S.
S. 159,
159, 170,
170, n.
n. 55 (2001)
(2001)
v. Army
Safety Comm’n
Comm'n v. GTE Sylva(quoting Consumer
Consumer Product Safety
nia, Inc.,
118, n.
n. 13
13 (1980)).11
nia,
Inc., 447
447 U.
U. S.
S. 102,
102, 118,
(1980)).11
V
The
to recovery"
recovery” necessary
necessary to
for
The “entitle[ment]
"entitle[ment] to
to qualify
qualify for
the
$1,000 minimum
notshown
shownmerely
merelybybyanan
intenthe $1,000
minimum isis not
intentional
or willful
willfulviolation
violation
producing
some
tional or
of of
thethe
ActAct
producing
some
ad-adverse
The statute
statute guarantees
guarantees $1,000
$1,000 only
verse effect.
effect. The
only to
to plainplain12
The
tiffs
whohave
havesuffered
suffered
some
actual
damages.
The
tiffs who
some
actual
damages.12
——————
11 In support of Doe’s position, JUSTICE GINSBURG’s dissent also cites
"In support of Doe's position, JUSTICE GINSBURG's dissent also cites
another
an interpretation
of the
the Privacy
Privacy
another item
item of
of extratextual
extratextual material,
material, an
interpretation of
Act that
that was
was published
published by
by the
the Office
Office of
of Management
Management and
and Budget
Budget in
Act
in
1975
the Act.
Act.
1975 as
as aa guideline
guideline for
for federal
federal agencies
agencies seeking
seekingto
to comply
comply with
with the
Post, at
Thedissent
dissent does
does not
not claim
claim that
thatany
anydeference
deference is
due this
Post,
at 6–7.
6-7. The
is due
this
interpretation,
however, and
and we
we do
do not
not find
find its
itsunelaborated
unelaborated conclusion
conclusion
interpretation, however,
persuasive.
persuasive.
12
12 The Courts of Appeals are divided on the precise definition of actual
The Courts of Appeals are divided on the precise definition of actual
damages.
Compare Fitzpatrick
IRS,665
665F.
F.2d
2d327,
327,331
331 (CA11
(CA11 1982)
1982)
damages. Compare
Fitzpatrick v.v.IRS,
(actual
damages are
pecuniary loss),
loss), with
Johnson v.
v.
(actual damages
are restricted
restricted to
to pecuniary
with Johnson
Department of
of Treasury,
Treasury, 700
F. 2d
2d 971,
971, 972–974
(CA5 1983)
1983) (actual
700 F.
(actual
972-974 (CA5
Department
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judgment of
is affirmed.
affirmed.
judgment
of the
the Fourth
Fourth Circuit
Circuit is
It
is so
so ordered.
ordered.
It is

——————
damages
adequately demonstrated
anxiety even
even
damages can
can cover
cover adequately
demonstrated mental
mental anxiety
without
any out-of-pocket
out-of-pocket loss).
loss). That
Thatissue
issue isisnot
notbefore
before us,
us, however,
however,
without any
since
our review.
review. We
We
since the
the petition
petitionfor
for certiorari
certioraridid
did not
not raise
raiseitit for
for our
assume
Circuit was
was correct
correct to
to hold
hold
assumewithout
without deciding
decidingthat
that the
the Fourth
Fourth Circuit
that
Doe’s complaints
case did
the level
level of
of alleging
alleging
that Doe's
complaints in
in this
this case
did not
not rise
rise to
to the
actual
damages. We
We do
do not
notsuggest
suggest that
thatout-of-pocket
out-of-pocketexpenses
expenses are
are
actual damages.
necessary
suffice to
to
necessaryfor
for recovery
recoveryofofthe
the$1,000
$1,000minimum;
minimum;only
only that
that they
they suffice
qualify
under any
any view
viewof
of actual
actualdamages.
damages.
qualify under
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INSBURG, J.,
GINSBURG,
J.,dissenting
dissenting

SUPREME COURT
OF OF
THETHE
UNITED
STATES
SUPREME
COURT
UNITED
STATES
_________________

No.
No. 02–1377
02-1377
_________________

PETITIONER v. ELAINE
ELAINE L.
BUCK DOE, PETITIONER
L. CHAO,
CHAO,
LABOR
SECRETARY OF LABOR
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURT
COURT OF
APPEALS FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
[February
24, 2004]
2004]
[February 24,

J
USTICE G
INSBURG, with
whom JUSTICE
JUSTICE STEVENS
STEVENS and
JUSTICE
GINSBURG,
with whom
and
USTICE B
REYER join,
J
JUSTICE
BREYER
join,dissenting.
dissenting.
In
thisPrivacy
Privacy
brought
S. C.
C.
U. S.
In this
ActAct
suit suit
brought
under under 55 U.
§552a(g)(1)(D),
Government concedes
concedes the
thealleged
alleged
§552a(g)(1)(D), the
the Government
violation
and does
does not
Court’s findfindviolation and
not challenge
challengethe
the District
District Court's
ing
that the
the agency
agency in
in question
question (the
(the Department
Department of
of Labor)
Labor)
ing that
acted
manner. Tr.
Tr.ofofOral
OralArg.
Arg.
acted in
in an
an intentional
intentional or
or willful
willful manner.
35;
Brief
for
Respondent
(I).
Nor
does
the
Government
35; Brief for Respondent (I). Nor does the Government
here
Buck Doe,
Doe, the
only petitioner
petitioner before
before us,
us,
here contest
contest that
that Buck
the only
suffered
suffered an
an “adverse
"adverse effect”
effect"from
from the
the Privacy
Privacy Act
Act violation.
violation.
The
case therefore
sole issue
this
The case
therefore cleanly
cleanly presents
presents aa sole
issue for
for this
Court’s
Does aa claimant
who has
has suffered
suffered an
an
Court's resolution:
resolution: Does
claimant who
“adverse
effect”—inthis
this
case
typically,
emotional
"adverse effect"-in
case
andand
typically,
emotional
anguish—from
federal
agency’s
intentional
or willful
anguish-from a afederal
agency's
intentional
or willful
Privacy
Act
violation,
but
has
proved
no
“actual
damages”
Privacy Act violation, but has proved no "actual damages"
beyond psychological
beyond
psychologicalharm,
harm, qualify
qualify as
as “a
"a person
person entitled
entitled to
to
recovery”
the meaning
meaning of
of §552a(g)(4)(A)?
§552a(g)(4)(A)? In
In accord
accord
recovery" within
within the
with
CircuitJudge
Judge
Michael,
disagreed
with Circuit
Michael,
whowho
disagreed
with with
the the
Fourth
Circuit’s majority
majorityon
onthe
theneed
need to
to show
show actual
actual damdamFourth Circuit's
ages,
question yes.
yes.
ages, II would
would answer
answer that
that question
Section
of a
a
Section 552a(g)(4)(A)
552a(g)(4)(A)affords
affordsaaremedy
remedyfor
for violation
violation of
(D).
Privacy
Act right
rightsafeguarded
safeguardedby
by§552a(g)(1)(C)
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D).
Privacy Act
The
words "a
“aperson
personentitled
entitledto to
recovery,”
used
The words
recovery,"
as as
used
in in
§552a(g)(4)(A)’s
most sensibly
sensibly
§552a(g)(4)(A)'sremedial
remedialprescription,
prescription, are
are most
read
to
include
anyone
experiencing
an
“adverse
effect”
as
read to include anyone experiencing an "adverse effect" as
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a
consequence ofofan
willfulcomcoma consequence
an agency’s
agency'sintentional
intentional or
or willful
mission
of the
the kind
kind described
described in
mission of
of aa Privacy
Privacy Act
Act violation
violation of
in
§552a(g)(1)(C)
and purpur§552a(g)(1)(C)oror(D).
(D). The
The Act’s
Act's text,
text, structure,
structure, and
pose warrant
this construction,
construction, under
under which
which Doe
Doe need
need not
pose
warrant this
not
show
a
current
pecuniary
loss,
or
“actual
damages”
show a current pecuniary loss, or "actual damages" of of
some
award of
of $1,000,
$1,000,
some other
other sort,
sort, to
to recover
recover the
the minimum
minimum award
attorney’s
fees, and
and costs.
costs.
attorney's fees,
I
Section
Section 552a(g)(4)
552a(g)(4) provides:
provides:

I n any
“In
any suit
suit brought
broughtunder
underthe
theprovisions
provisionsofofsubsecsubsection
(g)(1)(C) or
section in
which the
the court
court
tion (g)(1)(C)
or (D)
(D) of
of this
this section
in which
determines
the agency
agency acted
which
determines that
that the
acted in
in aa manner
manner which
was
or willful,
willful,the
theUnited
UnitedStates
Statesshall
shallbebe
was intentional
intentional or
liable
to
the
individual
in
an
amount
equal
to
the
sum
liable to the individual in an amount equal to the sum
of—
of“(A)
actual damages
damages sustained
individual
"(A) actual
sustained by
by the
the individual
as
a
result
of
the
refusal
or
failure,
but
in
case
as a result of the refusal or failure, but in nonocase
shall
person entitled
to recovery
recovery receive
receive less
less than
shall aa person
entitled to
than
the
sum of
of $1,000;
$1,000; and
the sum
and
“(B)
the costs
costs of
action together
together with
with reasonreason"(B) the
of the
the action
able
fees as
able attorney
attorney fees
as determined
determined by
by the
the court.”
court."
The
opening clause
clause of
of §552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) prescribes
prescribes two
two condicondiThe opening
tions on
depends. First,
First, the
the claimant's
claimant’s suit
suit
tions
on which
which liability
liability depends.
must
lie under
under §552a(g)(1)(C)
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
(D); both
both provisions
provisions reremust lie
or (D);
quire
an
agency
action
“adverse”
to
the
claimant.
Section
quire an agency action "adverse" to the claimant. Section
552a(g)(1)(C)
civil action
actionwhen
whenananagency
agency
552a(g)(1)(C)authorizes
authorizes aa civil
“fails
to maintain
maintain [a]
record concerning
concerning [an]
individual
[a] record
"fails to
[an] individual
with
[the]accuracy,
accuracy, relevance,
relevance, timeliness,
timeliness, and
and completecompletewith [the]
ness”
qualifications, charcharness" needed
neededtotodetermine
determinefairly
fairly “the
"the qualifications,
acter,
rights, or
or opportunities
opportunitiesof,
of,ororbenefits
benefitstotothe
the
indiacter, rights,
individual,”
theagency's
agency’s lapse
lapse yields
yields aa "determination
“determination.... . .
vidual," ifif the
adverse
individual.” (Emphasis
Section
adverse to
to the
the individual."
(Emphasis added.)
added.) Section
552a(g)(1)(D)
agency “fails
to
552a(g)(1)(D)allows
allowsaacivil
civil action
action when
when an
an agency
"fails to
comply
[a] provision
provisionofof[§552a],
[§552a],or
or[a]
[a]rule
rule
promulcomply with
with [a]
promul-
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gated
in such
such aaway
wayas
astotohave
haveanan
adverse
gated thereunder,
thereunder, in
adverse
effect on
Second, the
the
(Emphasis added.)
added.) Second,
effect
on an
an individual.”
individual." (Emphasis
agency
the suit
suitunder
under§552a(g)(1)(C)
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or
agency action
action triggering
triggering the
(D)
§552a(g)(4). IfIf
(D) must
must have
have been
been“intentional
"intentionalor
orwillful.”
willful." §552a(g)(4).
those
two liability-determining
liability-determiningconditions
conditions
satisfied
those two
areare
satisfied
(suit
under §552a(g)(1)(C)
intentional ororwillful
willful
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D);
(suit under
(D); intentional
conduct),
the next
nextclause
clause
specifies
consequences:
conduct), the
specifies
thethe
consequences:
“[T]he
States shall
an
"[T]he United
United States
shall be
be liable
liable to
to the
the individual
individual in
in an
amount
the sum
sum of'
of”the
therecovery
recoveryallowed
allowedunder
under
amount equal to the
§552a(g)(4)(A)
fees determined
under
§552a(g)(4)(A)and
andthe
the costs
costs and
and fees
determined under
§552a(g)(4)(B).
§552a(g)(4)(B).
The
terms "actual
“actualdamages"
damages”and
and"person
“personentitled
entitled
The terms
to to
recovery”
appear only
only ininthe
thetext
text
describing
relief
recovery" appear
describing
thethe
relief
attendant
upon the
the agency's
agency’s statutory
dereliction; they
they do
do
attendant upon
statutory dereliction;
not
appear
in
the
preceding
text
describing
the
conditions
not appear in the preceding text describing the conditions
on
which the
theagency's
agency’s liability
liabilityturns.
turns.
Most
reasonably
on which
Most
reasonably
read, §552a(g)(4)(A)
read,
add "actual
“actual
§552a(g)(4)(A)does
doesnot
notwend
wend back
back to
to add
damages”
as
a
third
liability-determining
element.
damages" as a third liability-determining element. SeeSee
803, 809
809
Davis v.
v. Mchigan
MichiganDept.
Dept.ofofTreasury,
Treasury, 489
U. S.
S. 803,
489 U.
Davis
(1989)
a fundamental
fundamental canon
canon of
construction
(1989) (“It
("It is
is a
of statutory
statutory construction
that
the words
words of
of a
must be
be read
context and
and
that the
a statute
statute must
read in
in their
their context
with aa view
view to
to their
theirplace
place in
in the
the overall
overall statutory
statutoryscheme.").
scheme.”).
with
Nor,
when Congress
Congress used
words, here
“actual
Nor, when
used different
different words,
here "actual
damages
and "a
“a person
person entientidamagessustained
sustainedby
bythe
the individual”
individual" and
tled to
to recovery,"
recovery,” should
equate the
two
tled
should aa court
court ordinarily
ordinarily equate
the two
phrases. Had
HadCongress
Congress intended
intended the
themeaning
meaningthat
that
phrases.
thethe
Government
this Court,
Court, one
one might
mighthave
haveexexGovernment urged
urged upon
upon this
pected
the
statutory
instruction
to
read,
not
as
it
does:
pected the statutory instruction to read, not as it does:
“actual
. . but
but in
inno
nocase
case shall
shall a
a person
person entitled
"actual damages
damages. ...
entitled
to
recovery receive
receive less
. . . $1,000.”
Instead, ConConto recovery
less than
than ...
$1,000." Instead,
gress
more
rationally
would
have
written:
“actual
damgress more rationally would have written: "actual damages
butinin
caseshall
shall
a person
who
proves
such
ages ..... .but
nono
case
a person
who
proves
such
damages
amount] receive
receive less
less than
$1,000.” Cf.
Cf.
damages[in
[in any
any amount]
than $1,000."
534 U.
v. Sigmon
Sigmon Coal
CoalCo.,
Co., 534
U. S.
S. 438, 454 (2002)
(2002)
Barnhart v.
from concluding
concluding here
the differing
differing lanlan(“‘We
("`We refrain
refrain from
here that
that the
guage
two subsections
subsections has
has the
the same
same meaning
in each.
each.
guage in
in the
the two
meaning in
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We would
presume to
difference to
a simple
simple
We
would not
not presume
to ascribe
ascribe this
this difference
to a
mistake
in draftsmanship."'
draftsmanship.’” (quoting
Russello v.
v. United
United
mistake in
(quoting Russello
States,
“person
States, 464
464U.
U. S.
S.16,
16,23
23(1983))).
(1983))).Just
Just as
as the
the words
words "person
entitled
to recovery"
recovery” suggest
suggest greater
greater breadth
breadth than
than"indi“indientitled to
vidual
[who
has
sustained]
actual
damages,”
so
the
vidual [who has sustained] actual damages," so the term
term
“recovery”
encompasses more
‘get[ting] or
or
"recovery" ordinarily
ordinarily encompasses
morethan
than “"`get[ting]
win[ning]
back,’ ” Brief
Brieffor
forRespondent
Respondent26
26(quoting
(quotingWebWebwin[ning] back,"'
1898 (1966)).
(1966)).
ster’s
Third New
NewInternational
InternationalDictionary
Dictionary 1898
ster's Third
“Recovery”
"Recovery"generally
generallyembraces
embraces“[t]he
"[t]heobtaining
obtainingofof aa right
right
to
something (esp.
(esp. damages)
damages) by
or decree"
decree” and
to something
by aa judgment
judgment or
and
“[a]n
amount
awarded
in
or
collected
from
a
judgment
or
"[a]n amount awarded in or collected from a judgment or
decree.”
Black’s Law
Law Dictionary
Dictionary 1280
1280 (7th
(7th ed.
ed. 1999).
So
1999). So
decree." Black's
comprehended,
who
comprehended, “recovery”
"recovery"here
herewould
would yield
yield aa claimant
claimant who
suffers
suffers an
an “adverse
"adverse effect”
effect" from
from an
an agency’s
agency'sintentional
intentional or
or
willful
§552a(g)(1)(C)
or
(D)
violation
a
minimum
of
$1,000
willful §552a(g)(1)(C) or (D) violation a minimum of $1,000
plus
costs and
plus costs
and attorney’s
attorney's fees,
fees,whether
whether or
or not
not the
the claimant
claimant
proves
damages.”
proves “actual
"actual damages."
“It
is `a
‘a cardinal
cardinal principle
principle of
of statutory
statutory construction'
construction’ that
that
"It is
‘a
`a statute
statute ought,
ought, upon
upon the
the whole,
whole, to
to be
be so
soconstrued
construedthat,
that, ifif
it
can be
be prevented,
prevented, no
no clause,
clause, sentence,
sentence, or
be
it can
or word
word shall
shall be
”
TRW
Inc.
v.
Andrews,
superfluous,
void,
or
insignificant.’
superfluous, void, or insignificant."' TRW Inc. v. Andrews,
19, 31
31 (2001) (quoting
533
534 U.
534
U. S.
S. 19,
Walker, 533
(quoting Duncan v. Walker,
167, 174
U.
S. 167,
marks omitted)).
omitted)).
U. S.
174 (2001)
(2001)(internal
(internal quotation
quotation marks
The
Court’s
reading
of
§552a(g)(4)
is
hardly
in
full
harThe Court's reading of §552a(g)(4) is hardly in full
harmony
that principle.
principle. Under
Underthe
theCourt's
Court’sconstruction,
construction,
mony with
with that
the
words "a
“a person
person entitled
entitled to
torecovery"
recovery” have
have no
nooffice,
office,
the words
see
n. 8,
8, and
and the
theliability-determining
liability-determining
elesee ante,
ante, at
at 8–9,
8-9, n.
element
“adverse
effect”
becomes
superfluous,
swallowed
up
ment "adverse effect" becomes superfluous, swallowed up
1
by the
the"actual
“actualdamages"
damages”requirement.'
requirement.
Further,
by
Further,
the the
——————
1 The Court interprets “the reference in §552a(g)(1)(D)
`adverse
to ‘adverse
'The Court interprets "the reference in §552a(g)(1)(D) to
effect' .. . . as
effect’
a potential
potential plaintiff
plaintiffwho
who satisfies
satisfies
as aa term
term of
of art
art identifying
identifying a
the
injury-in-fact and
and causation
causation requirements
standing,
the injury-in-fact
requirements ofof Article
Article III
III standing,
and
action without
suffering disdisand who
who may
may consequently
consequentlybring
bringaa civil
civil action
without suffering
missal
Ante, at
Under the
the Court's
Court’s
missal for
for want
want of
of standing
standingto
to sue.”
sue." Ante,
at 9.
9. Under
reading,
individuals
reading, §552a(g)(1)(D)
§552a(g)(1)(D)“open[s]
"open[s]the
the courthouse
courthousedoor”
door" to
to individuals
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Court’s
renders the
the word
word "recovery"
“recovery” nothing
Court's interpretation
interpretation renders
nothing
more
synonym for
for "actual
“actual damages,"
damages,” and
turns
more than
than aa synonym
and it
it turns
the phrase
phrase “shall
be liable"
liable” into
into "may
“may be
be liable."
liable.”InIn
part
the
"shall be
part
because itit fails
fails toto"`give
“ ‘giveeffect
effect . . . to
every clause
clause and
and
because
to every
348
word’
”
Congress
wrote,
United
States
v.
Menasche,
word"' Congress wrote, United States v. Menasche, 348
S. 528,
528, 538–539
538-539 (1955)
(1955) (quoting
(quoting Montclair
Montclair v.
U. S.
v. Ramsdell,
Ramsdell,
147, 152
152 (1883)),
107 U.
U. S.
107
S. 147,
the Court's
Court’sreading
reading
(1883)), the
of of
§552a(g)(4)
is
at
odds
with
the
interpretation
prevailing
§552a(g)(4) is at odds with the interpretation prevailing in
in
the
Federal Circuits.
the Federal
Circuits.
II would
would adhere
adhere to
of the
to the
the interpretation
interpretation of
the key
key statutory
statutory
terms
advanced by
terms advanced
by most
most courts
courts of
of appeals.
appeals. As
As interpreted
interpreted
by those
those courts,
courts, §552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) authorizes
$1,000
by
authorizes aa minimum
minimum $1,000
award
thatneed
need not
not be
be hinged
hinged to
to proof
proof of
of actual
actualdamages.
damages.
award that
1, 5
See
Orekoya v.
v. Mooney,
Mooney, 330 F. 3d 1,
See Orekoya
5 (CA1 2003)
(§552a(g)(4)
makes
available
“[b]oth
‘actual
damages
(§552a(g)(4) makes available "[b]oth `actual damages
sustained
minimum damdamsustained by
by the
the individual’
individual' and
and statutory
statutory minimum
ages
$1,000”); Wilborn
Wilborn v.
v.Department
DepartmentofofHealth
Healthand
and
ages of
of $1,000");
Human
Servs., 49
597, 603
603 (CA9
(CA9 1995)
1995) (“statutory
Human Servs.,
49 F. 3d
3d 597,
("statutory
minimum
of $1,000"
$1,000” under
under §552a(g)(4)(A)
§552a(g)(4)(A) meant
meant to
to proprominimum of
vide
“with`no
‘noprovable
provable damages'
damages’ the
vide plaintiffs
plaintiffs "with
the incentive
incentive to
to
sue" (quoting
(quoting Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick v.
sue”
v.IRS,
IRS,665
665F.
F.2d
2d327,
327, 330
330 (CA11
(CA11
1982))); Waters
Waters v.
v. Thornburgh,
Thornburgh, 888 F. 2d 870, 872 (CADC
1982)));
1989) (If
1989)
plaintiffestablishes
establishesthat
thatshe
shesuffered
sufferedan
an"ad“ad(If aa plaintiff
verse
effect”
from
an
“intentional
or
willful”
violation
verse effect" from an "intentional or willful" violation of of
§552a(e)(2),
plaintiffisisentitled
entitled
to the
greater
§552a(e)(2),“the
"the plaintiff
to the
greater
of of
$1,000
damages sustained.”
quota$1,000 or
or the
the actual
actual damages
sustained." (internal
(internal quotation
marks omitted));
omitted)); Johnson
Johnson v.
v. Department
Department of
of Treasury,
Treasury,
tion marks
IRS, 700 F. 2d 971, 977,
977, and
and n.
n. 12
12 (CA5
(CA5 1983)
1983) (Even
(Even withwithIRS,
out
proof of
actual damages,
damages, “[t]he
minimum of
of
out proof
of actual
"[t]he statutory
statutory minimum
$1,000 [under
$1,000
§552a(g)(4)(A)], of
of course,
course, is
is recoverable.");
recoverable.”);
[under §552a(g)(4)(A)],
——————
“adversely
agency violation
of the
the
"adversely affected”
affected"by
byan
anintentional
intentional or
or willful
willful agency
violation of
Privacy Act,
Act, ante,
ante, at
at 10,
10, while
while §552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) bars
Privacy
bars those
those individuals
individuals from
from
recovering anything
they do
do not
not additionally
additionallyshow
showactual
actualdamages.
damages.
recovering
anything if
if they
See
Inother
otherwords,
words, the
the open
open door
Buck
Seeinfra,
infra, at
at 8–9.
8-9. In
door for
for plaintiffs
plaintiffs like
like Buck
Doe
whatone
one hand
hand opens,
opens, the
shuts.
Doe is
is an
an illusion:
illusion: what
the other
other shuts.
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331 (“Because
("Because [the
665 F.
Fitzpatrick, 665
at 331
plaintiff]
Fitzpatrick,
F. 2d,
2d, at
[the plaintiff]
proved
he suffered
from
proved only
only that
that he
suffered aa general
generalmental
mental injury
injury from
the
disclosure, he
recover beyond
the disclosure,
he could
could not
not recover
beyond the
the statutory
statutory
$1,000 minimum
$1,000
damages, costs,
costs, and
and reasonable
reasonable attorattorminimum damages,
978
neys’
fees
[under
§552a(g)(4)].”);
cf.
Quinn
v.
Stone,
neys' fees [under §552a(g)(4)]."); cf. Quinn v. Stone, 978
F.
F. 2d
2d 126,
126, 131
131 (CA3
(CA3 1992)
1992) (“adverse
("adverseeffect”
effect"but
but not
not “actual
"actual
damages”
damages"isis aa “necessary”
"necessary"element
element“to
"tomaintain
maintain aa suit
suit for
for
U.
S.
C.
damages
under
the
catch-all
provision
of
5
U.
S.
C.
damages under the catch-all provision of
5
§552a(g)(1)(D)" (internal
§552a(g)(1)(D)”
quotationmarks
marks
omitted));
(internal quotation
omitted));
Parks v. IRS,
IRS, 618
618 F.
F. 2d
2d 677,
677, 680,
680, 683
683 (CA10 1980) (plaintiffs
seeking "the
“the award
award of
of aa minimum
minimumofof$1,000
$1,000damages
damages
tiffs seeking
together
with attorney's
attorney’sfees"
fees”under
under §552a(g)(4)
a
§552a(g)(4) state
state a
together with
claim
by alleging
alleging the
theagency
agency acted
acted intentionally
intentionallyororwillwillclaim by
fully
whenit it
illegally
disclosed
protected
information,
fully when
illegally
disclosed
protected
information,
causing
“psychological
damage
or
harm”).
But
see Hudson
causing "psychological damage or harm"). But see
Hudson
130 F. 3d 1193,
1207 (CA6
(CA6 1997)
1997) (“A
("A final basis
v. Reno,
Reno, 130
1193, 1207
basis
for
affirming the
theDistrict
DistrictCourt's
Court’sdecision
decisionwith
withrespect
respecttoto
for affirming
[the
claims under
under the
the Privacy
Privacy Act
Act is
is her
her failure
failure
[the plaintiff]’s
plaintiff]'s claims
to
show `actual
‘actual damages,'
damages,’ as
as required
required by
by[§552a(g)(4)]."),
[§552a(g)(4)].”),
to show
overruled
in part
parton
onother
othergrounds,
grounds,Pollard
Pollard
v. IE.duI. du
overruled in
v. E.
Pont
de
Nemours
&
Co.,
532
U.
S.
843
(2001);
Molerio v.
v.
Pont de Nemours & Co., 532 U. S. 843 (2001); Molerio
815,
749
826
F.
2d
(CADC 1984)
(CADC
1984) (“This
cause of
of
FBI,
("This cause
action
under [§§552a(g)(1)(C)
and (g)(4)(A)]
requires,
[§§552a(g)(1)(C) and
action under
(g)(4)(A)] requires,
however,
merely an
an intentional
intentionaloror
willful
failure
however, not
not merely
willful
failure
to to
maintain
accurate records,
records, but
butalso
also`actual
‘actualdamages
damages sussusmaintain accurate
tained’
as a
of such
such failure.”).
tained' as
a result
result of
failure.").
The
view prevailing
prevailing in
inthe
theFederal
FederalCircuits
Circuits
sync
The view
is is
in in
sync
with
an
Office
of
Management
and
Budget
(OMB)
interwith an Office of Management and Budget (OMB) interpretation
of the
the Privacy
PrivacyAct
Actpublished
publishedinin1975,
1975,the
theyear
year
pretation of
following
the Act's
Act’s adoption.
adoption. Congress
Congress instructed
to
following the
instructed OMB
OMB to
“develop
guidelines
and
regulations
for
the
use
of
agencies
"develop guidelines and regulations for the use of agencies
§6,
in
implementing the
the provisions
provisions of
of [the
[the Privacy
Privacy Act]."
Act].” §6,
in implementing
88
Just over
over six
six months
months after
after the
the Act's
Act’s adopadop88 Stat.
Stat. 1909.
1909. Just
40
tion,
OMB
promulgated
Privacy
Act
Guidelines.
40
tion, OMB promulgated Privacy Act Guidelines.
Fed.
Reg. 28949
TheGuidelines
Guidelinesspeak
speakdirectly
directly
Fed. Reg.
28949 (1975).
(1975). The
to
theissue
issuepresented
presentedin in
interpret
to the
thisthis
case.case. They
They interpret
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§§552a(g)(1)(C),
(g)(4) to
to convey:
convey:
§§552a(g)(1)(C), (D),
(D), and
and (g)(4)
“When
finds that
thatan
an agency
agency has
has acted
"When the
the court
court finds
acted willwillfully
or intentionally
intentionallyininviolation
violationofofthe
theAct
Act
such
fully or
in in
such
aa
manner
as to
have an
manner as
to have
an adverse
adverse effect
effect upon
upon the
the individindividual,
the United
United States
States will
be required
required to
to pay
pay
ual, the
will be
“Actual
damages or
"Actual damages
or $1,000,
$1,000, whichever
whichever is
is greater
greater
“Court
costs and
Id., at
at 28970.
28970.
"Court costs
and attorney
attorney fees.”
fees." Id.,
The
Guidelines have
have been
been amended
amended several
several times
times since
since
The Guidelines
1975,
OMB’s published
published interpretation
interpretationofof§552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4)
1975, but
but OMB's
has
unchanged. See
See id.,
id., at
at56741;
56741; 44
44 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
has remained
remained unchanged.
(1982);
23138 (1979); 47
21656
47 Fed.
48 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
48
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
12338 (1984); 50 Fed. Reg.
49 Fed.
15556 (1983); 49
Fed. Reg.
Reg. 12338
Reg.
52 Fed. Reg.
12990 (1987); 54
54 Fed.
52738 (1985); 52
Reg. 12990
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
(1993);
25821 (1989); 58
36075
58 Fed.
59 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
59
Fed. Reg.
Reg.
37914 (1994); 61
61 Fed.
Fed. Reg.
Reg. 6435
6435 (1996).2
(1996).2
II
II
The
of the
the Privacy
Privacy Act,
Act,
The purpose
purpose and
and legislative
legislative history
history of
as
well as
as similarly
similarlydesigned
designedstatutes,
statutes,are
are
in harmony
as well
in harmony
with
thereading
readingofof§552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) most
most federal
federal judges
judges have
have
with the
found
Congress sought
afford recovery
recovery for
“any
found sound.
sound. Congress
sought to
to afford
for "any
damages”
or intentional"
intentional”violavioladamages"resulting
resultingfrom
from the
the “willful
"willful or
——————
2 In briefing this case, the Government noted a communication to the
21n briefing this case, the Government noted a communication to the
Office
General from
an unnamed
unnamed OMB
official conveying
conveying
Office of
of the
the Solicitor
Solicitor General
from an
OMB official
that
OMB does
does not
its Guideline
Guideline to
to require
require the
the payment
payment
that OMB
not now
now “interpret
"interpret its
of
$1000 to
plaintiffs who
who have
have sustained
sustained no
no actual
actual damages
damages from
of $1000
to plaintiffs
from aa
violation of
Brieffor
forRespondent
Respondent 47–48.
Such an
an informal
informal
violation
of the
the Act.”
Act." Brief
47-48. Such
communication
override OMB's
OMB’s contemporaneous,
contemporaneous, longlongcommunication cannot
cannot override
published
construction of
of §552a(g)(4);
§552a(g)(4); cf.
cf. Bowen
Bowen v.
v.Georgetown
Georgetown Univ.
Univ.
published construction
Hospital,
488 U.
U. S.
S. 204,
204, 212
212 (1988)
(1988) (“We
applied [deference]
[deference] to
to
Hospital, 488
("We have
have never
never applied
agency
positions that
are wholly
wholly unsupported
unsupported by
by regulations,
regulations,
agencylitigating
litigating positions
that are
rulings,
or administrative
administrativepractice.");
practice.”);INS
INSv.v.Cardoza-Fonseca,
Cardoza-Fonseca, 480
480 U.
U.S.
S.
rulings, or
421,
446, n.
n. 30
relevant provision
provision
421, 446,
30 (1987)
(1987) (“An
("An agency
agencyinterpretation
interpretation of
of a
a relevant
which
conflicts with
the agency's
agency’s earlier
interpretation is
is ‘entitled
to
which conflicts
with the
earlier interpretation
`entitled to
considerably
consistently held
held agency
agency view."
view.”
considerably less
less deference,’
deference,'than
than aa consistently
(quoting
Watt v.
v. Alaska,
Alaska,451
451U.
U.S.
S.259,
259, 273
273 (1981))).
(1981))).
(quoting Watt
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§2(b)(6),
tion
of "any
“any individual's
individual’s rights
rightsunder
underth[e]
th[e]Act."
Act.” §2(b)(6),
tion of
88
Stat. 1896
Privacy Act
Act violations
violations
88 Stat.
1896 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added). Privacy
commonly
cause fear,
fear, anxiety,
anxiety,ororother
other
emotional
commonly cause
emotional
dis-distress—in
theAct's
Act’s
parlance,
“adverseeffects."
effects.”Harm
Harm
tress-in the
parlance,
"adverse
of of
3
this
character
must,
of
course,
be
proved
genuine.
this character must, of course, be proved genuine.3 In
In
cases
only
caseslike
like Doe’s,
Doe's, emotional
emotional distress
distress is
is generally
generally the
the only
harm
the claimant
claimantsuffers,
suffers,e.g.,
e.g., the
the identity
identitytheft
theft
appreharm the
appre-

hended
hended never
never materializes.
materializes.44
It
bears emphasis
emphasis that
the Privacy
Privacy Act
Act does
does not
authorIt bears
that the
not authorize injunctive
injunctiverelief
relief
when
suit
is maintained
ize
when
suit is
maintained
under under
(D). Injunctive
§552a(g)(1)(C)
relief,and
andattendant
attendant
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D).
Injunctive relief,
counsel fees
counsel
feesand
andcosts,
costs,are
areavailable
availableunder
underthe
the Act
Act in
in two
two
§552a(g)(2),
categories of
amend aa record,
record, §552a(g)(2),
categories
of cases:
cases: suits
suits to
to amend
——————

33Circuit Judge Michael, who dissented from the Fourth Circuit’s
Circuit Judge Michael, who dissented from the Fourth Circuit's
judgment
as to
to petitioner
petitioner Buck
Buck Doe
Doe but
but agreed
agreed with
withhis
hiscolleagues
colleagues on
on
judgment as
this
point, noted:
noted: "[A]dverse
“[A]dverse effects
effects must
merely
this point,
must be
be proven
proven rather
rather than
than merely
." 306
. . .”
presumed
306 F.
F. 3d
3d 170,
170, 187
187 (2002)
(2002)(opinion
(opinionconcurring
concurringin
in part
part
presumed. ...
and
Doe had
had declared
declared in
affidavit that
that "no
“no
and dissenting
dissentinginin part).
part). Doe
in his
his affidavit
amount
money could
of not
not
amount of
of money
could compensate
compensate[him]
[him]for
for worry
worry and
and fear
fear of
knowing
when someone
someone would
would use
use [his]
name and
and Social
Social Security
Security
knowing when
[his] name
number
establish credit,
credit, a
a new
new identity,
identity, change
change [his]
address, use
use
[his] address,
number to
to establish
[his]
checking account
App. 15.
15. Doe's
Doe’s several
several
[his] checking
account or
or even
evenget
getcredit
credit cards.”
cards." App.
co-plaintiffs,
summary judgment
judgment was
was entered
entered and
and
co-plaintiffs, against
against whom
whom summary
unanimously
affirmedon
onappeal,
appeal, made
made no
no such
such declaration.
declaration.
unanimously affirmed
4 The Court asserts that Doe’s reading of §552a(g)(4)(A) “is at odds
4The Court asserts that Doe's reading of §552a(g)(4)(A) "is at odds
with
the traditional
traditional understanding
understanding that
tort recovery
recovery requires
. . proof
proof
with the
that tort
requires. ...
of
which damages
damages can
can reasonably
reasonably be
be assessed.”
of some
some harm
harm for
for which
assessed." Ante,
Ante, at
at
6.
Althoughthat
thatunderstanding
understandingapplies
appliestotocommon
commonnegligence
negligence actions,
actions,
6. Although
see
Owen, Prosser
Prosser and
Keeton on
on
see W.
W. Keeton,
Keeton, D.
D. Dobbs,
Dobbs, R.
R. Keeton,
Keeton, &
& D.
D. Owen,
and Keeton
1984) (cited
Law
of Torts
Torts 165
165 (5th
(5th ed.
ed. 1984)
is not
not the
the black
black
(cited ante,
ante, at
at 6),
Law of
6), it
it is
letter
rule for
for privacy
privacy actions.
actions. See
See 3
Restatement (Second)
(Second) of
Torts
3 Restatement
of Torts
letter rule
(1976) (“One
§652H,
p. 401
401 (1976)
cause of
for
§652H, p.
("One who
who has
has established
established aa cause
of action
action for
invasion
to recover
recover damages
. . his
invasion of
of his
his privacy
privacy is
is entitled
entitled to
damagesfor
for. ...
his mental
mental
distress
normally
distress proved
provedtotohave
havebeen
beensuffered
sufferedif ifititisisofofaa kind
kind that
that normally
at 402,
(“The
results
from such
such an
an invasion
invasion . . . .”);
402, Comment
Comment bb ("The
results from
."); id.,
id., at
plaintiff
mayalso
alsorecover
recover damages
damages for
for emotional
emotional distress
distress or
or personal
personal
plaintiff may
humiliation
thathe
heproves
proves to
to have
have been
been actually
is
humiliation that
actually suffered
suffered by
byhim,
him, ifif it
it is
of
normally results
results from
from such
such an
an invasion
invasion [of
of aa kind
kind that
that normally
[of privacy]
privacy] and
and it
it
is
normal and
and reasonable
reasonable in
extent.”).
is normal
in its
its extent.").
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and
suits for
for access
access to
But for
forcases
cases
and suits
to aa record,
record, §552a(g)(3).
§552a(g)(3). But
like Doe's,
Doe’s, brought
brought under
under§552a(g)(1)(C)
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D),
(D), see
see supra,
supra,
like
at
2, only
only monetary
monetary relief
is available.
available. Hence,
Hence, in
in the
the GovGovat 2,
relief is
ernment’s
view,if a ifplaintiff
a plaintiff
ernment's view,
who sues who
under sues under
§552a(g)(1)(C)
fails to
toprove
proveactual
actualdamages,
damages,"he
“he
§552a(g)(1)(C) or
or (D)
(D) fails
will
notbe
be entitled
entitledtotoattorney's
attorney’sfees."
fees.”Brief
Brief
Responwill not
forfor
Respon39 (“[T]he
dent
Privacy Act
Actpermits
permitsanan
award
only
dent 39
("[T]he Privacy
award
only
of of
‘reasonable’
attorney’s
fees.
The
most
critical
factor
`reasonable' attorney's fees. The most critical factor in in
determining
the reasonableness
reasonableness of
fee award
award
determining the
of an
an attorney
attorney fee
is the
the degree
degree of
success obtained.
plaintiff who
who enenis
of success
obtained. For
For aa plaintiff
joys
successin
in prosecuting
prosecuting his
his claim,
claim, `the
joys no
no success
‘the only
only reasonable
reasonable
fee’
v. Hobby,
Hobby, 506
506 U.
U.S.
S.
fee' is
is ‘no
(quoting Farrar
Farrar v.
`no fee
fee at
at all.’”
all."' (quoting
103,
103, 115
115 (1992))
(1992))(citations
(citations omitted)).
omitted)).
The
Court’s reading
reading of
of §552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) to
to require
requireproof
proofofof
The Court's
“actual
damages,”
however
small,
in
order
to
gain
"actual damages," however small, in order to gain thethe
$1,000
invites claimants
claimants to
to
$1,000statutory
statutory minimum,
minimum, ironically,
ironically, invites
arrange
or manufacture
manufacturesuch
suchdamages.
damages.The
The
following
arrange or
following
colloquy
colloquy from
from oral
oral argument
argument is
is illustrative.
illustrative.

Court: "Suppose
Court:
“Suppose .. . . Doe
‘I’m very
very concerned
concerned
Doe said,
said, `I'm
about
the impact
impact of
of this
thison
onmy
mycredit
creditrating,
rating,
about the
soso
I'mI’m
going
to
[pay]
$10
to
a
.
.
.
credit
reporting
company
to
going to [pay] $10 to a ... credit reporting company to
find
out whether
whether there's
there’s been
been any
find out
any theft
theft of
of my
my identity,
identity,
$10.’
Would there
there then
then be
be a
a claim
claim under
under this
this statute
statute
$10.' Would
for
actual damages?"
damages?”
for actual
Counsel
respondent Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
LaborChao:
Chao:
Counsel for
for respondent
“[T]here
would be
be a
question ..... .whether
whetherthat
thatwas
wasa a
"[T]here would
a question
reasonable
in theory,
theory,an
an
reasonable response
responsetotothe
the threat,
threat, but
but in
expense
like
that
could
qualify
as
pecuniary
harm
expense like that could qualify as pecuniary harm
and,
of Oral
Arg. 43
43 (in(inand, thus,
thus, is
is actual
actual damages.”
damages." Tr.
Tr. of
Oral Arg.
ternal
quotation marks
marksadded).
added).
ternal quotation
Indeed,
itself suggests
suggests that
“fees associated
associated with
Indeed, the
the Court
Court itself
that "fees
with
running
credit report"
report”or
or"the
“thecharge
chargefor
foraaValium
Valiumpreprerunning aa credit
scription”
might suffice
suffice to
to prove
prove "actual
“actual damages."
damages.” Ante,
Ante,
scription" might
at
11, n.
n. 10.
10. I Ithink
think
it dubious
to insist
on such
readily
at 11,
it dubious
to insist
on such
readily
created
costs as
essential to
to recovery
recovery under
under§552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4).
created costs
as essential
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Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
the Court’s
Court's examples
examplesofofwhat
whatmight
might qualify
qualify
as
“actual damages"
damages” indicate
that its
itsdisagreement
disagreement with
with
as "actual
indicate that
the
construction of
of the
the Act
Act prevailing
prevailing in
inthe
theCircuits,
Circuits,see
see
the construction
supra,
5–6, is
is ethereal.
ethereal.
supra, at
at 5-6,
The
Government, although
althoughrecognizing
recognizingthat
that
“actual
The Government,
"actual
damages”
be slender
slender and
andeasy
easytotogenerate,
generate,fears
fears
damages" may
may be
depletion
federal fisc
fisc were
were the
the Court
Court to
to adopt
adopt Doe's
Doe’s
depletion of
of the
the federal
reading
of §552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4). Brief
Brief for
for Respondent
Respondent 22-23,
22–23, n.
n. 5.
5.
reading of
Experience
As the
the GovernGovernExperience does
doesnot
notsupport
support those
those fears.
fears. As
ment
candidly acknowledged
acknowledged at
at oral
oral argument:
argument:"[W]
“[W]e
have
ment candidly
e have
not had
had aa problem
problem with
withenormous
enormous recoveries
recoveries against
against the
the
not
Government
to this
this point."
point.”Tr.Tr.
of Oral
No
Government up
up to
of Oral
Arg.Arg. 35.
35. No
doubt
mindfulthat
that
Congressdiddid
endorse
massive
doubt mindful
Congress
notnot
endorse
massive
recoveries,
DistrictCourt
Courtin in
denied
recoveries, the
the District
thisthis
veryvery
casecase
denied
65a,
class-action
certification,
see
App.
to
Pet.
for
Cert.
class-action certification, see App. to Pet. for Cert. 65a,
and
other courts
courts have
havesimilarly
similarlyrefused
refusedto to
certify
suits
and other
certify
suits
seeking
§552a(g)(4) as
See,
seeking damages
damages under
under §552a(g)(4)
as class
class actions.
actions. See,
218
e.g.,
Schmidt
v.
Department
of
Veterans
Affairs,
218
e.g., Schmidt v. Department of Veterans Affairs,
F. R. D. 619, 637
637 (ED Wis. 2003)
2003) (denying class
class certification
on ground
ground that
thateach
each individual
individualwould
wouldhave
havetotoprove
prove
tion on
he
adverse effect
of the
the [agency]'s
[agency]’s
he “suffered
"suffered an
an adverse
effect as
as aa result
result of
failure
to comply
comply with
with[the
[theAct]");
Act]”);Lyon
Lyonv.v.United
United
States,
failure to
States,
94 F.
F. R.
R. D.
D. 69,
69, 76
76 (WD
(WD Okla.
Okla. 1982)
1982) (“In
("In Privacy Act dam94
damages
members
ages actions,
actions, questions
questionsaffecting
affecting only
only individual
individual members
greatly
outweigh questions
questions of
of law
and fact
fact common
common to
the
greatly outweigh
law and
to the
class."). Furthermore,
class.”).
courts have
have disallowed
disallowed the
therunrunFurthermore, courts
away
thatmight
mightensue
ensuewere
werethey
theytotocount
countevery
every
away liability
liability that
single
wrongful
disclosure
as
a
discrete
basis
for
a
$1,000
single wrongful disclosure as a discrete basis for a $1,000
618
award.
See, e.g.,
e.g., Tomasello
Tomasello v.
Rubin, 167
3d 612,
612, 618
167 F.
F. 3d
award. See,
v. Rubin,
(CADC
1999) (holding
that4,500
4,500"more-or-less
“more-or-less contempocontempo(CADC 1999)
(holding that
raneous
the same
same record"
record” by
byfacsimile
facsimile
raneous transmissions
transmissions of
of the
constituted
one "act,"
“act,” entitling
entitlingthe
the
plaintiff
a single
constituted one
plaintiff
to atosingle
recovery
marks
recovery of
of $1,000
$1,000in
in damages
damages(internal
(internal quotation
quotation marks
omitted)).
omitted)).
The
text of
of §552a(g)(4),
§552a(g)(4), it
undisputed,accommodates
accommodates
The text
it isis undisputed,
two
concerns. Congress
Congress sought
sought to
to give
givethe
thePrivacy
PrivacyAct
Act
two concerns.
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teeth
by deterring
violations and
and providing
providing remedies
remedies when
when
teeth by
deterring violations
violations
occur. At
Atthe
thesame
same time,
time, Congress
Congress did
violations occur.
did not
not want
want
to
saddle the
Government with
disproportionate liability.
liability.
to saddle
the Government
with disproportionate
The
Senate bill
advanced the
the former
former concern;
concern; the
the House
House
The Senate
bill advanced
bill
was
more
cost
conscious.
The
House
bill,
as
reported
bill was more cost conscious. The House bill, as reported
by the
the Committee
Committee on
on Government
Government Operations
Operations and
and passed
passed
by
by the
the House,
House, provided:
by
provided:
“In
any suit
suitbrought
broughtunder
underthe
theprovisions
provisionsofofsubsecsubsec"In any
tion
(g)(1)(B) or
section in
which the
the court
court
tion (g)(1)(B)
or (C)
(C) of
of this
this section
in which
determines
the agency
agency acted
which
determines that
that the
acted in
in aa manner
manner which
was
arbitrary,or
orcapricious,
capricious, the
the United
United States
States
was willful,
willful, arbitrary,
shall
in an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to
shall be
be liable
liable to
to the
the individual
individual in
the
the sum
sum of—
of“(A)
actual damages
damages sustained
individual
"(A) actual
sustained by
by the
the individual
as
a
result
of
the
refusal
or
failure;
and
as a result of the refusal or failure; and
“(B)
the costs
costs of
action together
together with
with reasonreason"(B) the
of the
the action
able
attorney fees
fees as
asdetermined
determinedbyby
court.”
able attorney
thethe
court."
H. R. 16373,
16373, 93d
93d Cong.,
Cong., 2d
2d Sess.,
Sess., §552a(g)(3)
§552a(g)(3) (1974),
reprinted
in Legislative
Legislative History
Historyofofthe
thePrivacy
PrivacyAct
Act
reprinted in
of
Source Book
Book on
onPrivacy,
Privacy,p. p.
288 (Joint
(Joint
of 1974:
1974: Source
288
Comm.
compiled for
forthe
theSenate
Senateand
andHouse
House
Comm. Print
Print compiled
Committees on
on Government Operations) (hereinafCommittees
(hereinafter
Source Book).
Book).
ter Source
The
as amended
amended and
and passed,
passed, provided:
The Senate
Senate bill,
bill, as
provided:
“The
States shall
be liable
for the
the actions
actions or
or
"The United
United States
shall be
liable for
omissions
of
any
officer
or
employee
of
the
Governomissions of any officer or employee of the Government
who violates
violates the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
thisAct,
Act,ororany
any
ment who
rule,
regulation, orororder
orderissued
issuedthereunder
thereunder
in the
rule, regulation,
in the
same
insame manner
manner and
and to
to the
the same
same extent
extent as
as aa private
private individual
under like
likecircumstances
circumstances to
toany
anyperson
personagagdividual under
grieved
grieved thereby
therebyin
in an
anamount
amountequal
equaltotothe
thesum
sumof—
of“(1)
and general
general damages
damages sustained
"(1) any
any actual
actual and
sustained by
by
any
person
but
in
no
case
shall
a
person
entitled
any person but in no case shall a person entitled to
to
recovery
sum of
of $1,000;
$1,000; and
recovery receive
receive less
less than
than the
the sum
and
“(2)
the case
case of
of any
any successful
successful action
to enforce
enforce
"(2) in
in the
action to
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any
underthis
thissection,
section,the
thecosts
costs of
of the
theacacany liability
liability under
tion
together with
withreasonable
reasonable attorney's
attorney’sfees
fees as
as dedetion together
3418, 93d
2d
termined
by the
thecourt."
court.”S. S. 3418,
Cong., 2d
93d Cong.,
termined by
Sess.,
Source Book
Book 371.
371.
Sess., §303(c)
§303(c)(1974),
(1974),reprinted
reprinted in
in Source
The
provision for
formonetary
monetaryrelief
reliefultimately
ultimately
enacted,
The provision
enacted,
§552a(g)(4),
House
§552a(g)(4), represented
represented aa compromise
compromise between
between the
the House
and
and Senate
Senateversions.
versions. The
The House
Housebill’s
bill'sculpability
culpability standard
standard
(“willful,
arbitrary,or or
capricious”),
present
("willful, arbitrary,
capricious"),
not not
present
in thein the
Senate
accounts for
§552a(g)(4)’s imposition
Senate bill,
bill, accounts
for §552a(g)(4)'s
imposition of
of liabilliability
only
when
the
agency
acts
in
an
“intentional
or
willful”
ity only when the agency acts in an "intentional or willful"
manner.
Thatculpability
culpability
requirement
affords
Govmanner. That
requirement
affords
thethe
Government
some insulation
against excessive
excessive liability.
On
ernment some
insulation against
liability.55 On
the
other
hand,
the
enacted
provision
adds
to
the
House
the other hand, the enacted provision adds to the House
allowance
“actual damages"
damages” only,
only, the
the Senate
Senate specificaspecificaallowance of
of "actual
tion
that"in
“innonocase
caseshall
shalla a
personentitled
entitled
recovery
tion that
person
to to
recovery
."
§552a(g)(4)(A).
.
.
.
.”
§552a(g)(4)(A).
receive
less
than
the
sum
of
$1,000
receive less than the sum of $1,000...
The
as earlier
earlier developed,
developed, supra,
The $1,000
$1,000 minimum,
minimum, as
supra, at
at 7–8,
7-8,
enables
recoverfor
forgenuine,
genuine,
albeit
nonenables individuals
individuals totorecover
albeit
nonpocketbook
and gives
gives persons
persons thus
thus adversely
adverselyafafpocketbook harm,
harm, and
——————
5 Petitioner

Doe recognizes
level of
of
5Petitioner Doe
recognizesthat
that“the
"the‘intentional
`intentional[or]
[or]willful’
willful' level
culpability
Privacy Act
Act plaintiff
plaintiffmust
mustdemonstrate
demonstrate is
is aa formidable
formidable
culpability aa Privacy

barrier.” Brief
Brieffor
forPetitioner
Petitioner
29;Reply
ReplyBrief
Brief1 1("Congress
(“Congressand
andcommencommenbarrier."
29;
tators
agree [the
qualification] is
is aa formidable
formidable
tators agree
[the ‘intentional
`intentional or
or willful’
willful' qualification]
obstacle
this Court
Courtand
and case,
case, as
obstacle to
to recovery
recoveryunder
underthe
theAct.”).
Act."). In
In this
as earlier
earlier
noted,
1, the
the Government
Government does
noted, supra,
supra, at
at 1,
does not
not challenge
challengethe
thefinding
finding that
that

the
Department of
Act was
was "intentional
“intentional or
or
the Department
of Labor’s
Labor's violation
violation of
of the
the Act
willful.”
Tr.ofofOral
OralArg.
Arg.35;
35;see
seeApp.
App.to
toPet.
Pet. for
forCert.
Cert.96a-97a
96a–97a (Charac(Characwillful." Tr.
terizing the
the Department
Department of
of Labor's
Labor’s actions
terizing
actions as
as“intentional
"intentional and
and willful,”
willful,"
the
Magistrate Judge
Judge observed:
observed: "The
“The undisputed
undisputed evidence
evidence shows
shows that
the Magistrate
that
the
Department took
any, action
action to
to see
see that
complied with
the Department
took little,
little, ifif any,
that itit complied
with
. . . Several
LawJudges
Judges responresponthe
Several of
of the
the Administrative
Administrative Law
the Privacy
Privacy Act.
Act...
sible
sending out
multi-captioned hearing
sible for
for sending
out the
the multi-captioned
hearing notices
notices testified
testified that
that
they had
had received
received no
on the
the Privacy
Privacy Act.").
Act.”). Because
Because the
the
they
no training
training on
“intentional
or willful"
willful”character
characterofofthe
theagency's
agency’s conduct
conduct is
is undisputed
undisputed
"intentional or
here,
positioned to
issue the
consideration
here, the
the Court
Court is
is not
not positioned
to give
give that
that issue
the full
full consideration
it
would warrant
warrantwere
werethe
theissue
issue the
thesubject
subject of
of dispute.
dispute.
it would
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fected an
to sue
sue to
to enforce
enforce the
the Act.6
Act.6
fected
an incentive
incentive to
Congress
to §552a(g)(4)
§552a(g)(4) in
in
Congress has
has used
used language
language similar
similar to
7
18 U.
§2707(c);7 26
26
U. S.
other
privacy statutes.
statutes.SeeSee 18
S. C.
C. §2707(c);
other privacy
§7217(c) (1976
U. S.
S. C.
C. §7217(c)
ed., Supp.
Supp.
U.
S. C.
C. §6110(j)(2);8
§6110(j)(2);8 26
U. S.
26 U.
(1976 ed.,
V).9
have been
V).9 These
These other
other statutes
statutes have
been understood
understood to
to permit
permit
——————
6 The Court places great weight on Congress’ establishment of a Pri6 The Court places great weight on Congress' establishment of a Privacy Protection
Study Commission,
Commission, and
charge to
to the
the Commission
Commission to
to
vacy
Protection Study
and its
its charge
consider,
the Federal
Federal Government
Government
consider, among
among many
many other
other things,
things, “whether
"whether the
should
general damages
as the
the
should be
be liable
liable for
for general
damagesincurred
incurred by
by an
an individual
individual as
result
of
a
willful
or
intentional
violation
of
[§552a(g)(1)(C)
or
(D)].”
(D)]."
result of a willful or intentional violation of [§552a(g)(1)(C) or
Ante, at
7 (internal
(internal quotation
quotation marks
marks omitted).
This less
less than
than crystalcrystalAnte,
at 7
omitted). This
line
reference to
to the
theCommission,
Commission, however,
however, left
left unaltered
unaltered
line reference
§552a(g)(4)(A)’s
to recovery,"
recovery,” words
words
§552a(g)(4)(A)'sembracive
embraciveterm
term “a
"a person
person entitled
entitled to
the
Court must
must read
read out
of the
the statute
statute to
to render
render its
its interpretation
interpretation
the Court
out of
sensible.
See ante,
n. 8.
8.
sensible. See
ante, at
at 8–9,
8-9, n.
7 Section 2707(c), concerning unauthorized access to electronic com7Section 2707(c), concerning unauthorized access to electronic communications,
provides:
munications, provides:
“The
may assess
assess as
section
"The court
court may
asdamages
damagesininaacivil
civil action
action under
under this
this section
the
sum of
damages suffered
the sum
of the
the actual
actual damages
sufferedby
bythe
theplaintiff
plaintiff and
and any
any profits
profits
made
violation, but
but in
in no
no case
case shall
made by
by the
the violator
violator as
as aa result
result of
of the
the violation,
shall aa
person entitled
recover receive
the
person
entitled to
to recover
receiveless
lessthan
thanthe
thesum
sumofof$1,000.
$1,000. IfIf the
violation is
is willful
willfulor
orintentional,
intentional,the
thecourt
courtmay
mayassess
assess punitive
punitive damdamviolation
ages.
In the
the case
case of
of a
a successful
successful action
ages. In
action to
to enforce
enforceliability
liability under
under this
this
section,
may assess
assess the
section, the
the court
court may
the costs
costs ofof the
the action,
action, together
together with
with
reasonable
fees determined
added.)
(Emphasis added.)
reasonable attorney
attorney fees
determined by
by the
the court.”
court." (Emphasis
8 Section
provides:
6110(j)(2) provides:
8Section 6110(j)(2)
(1) (A) in
“In
any suit
suitbrought
brought under
under the
theprovisions
provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph (1)(A)
in
"In any
which
the Court
Court determines
determines that
that an
an employee
employee of
of the
the Internal
InternalRevenue
Revenue
which the
Service
failed to
todelete
delete ininaccordance
accordance with
Service intentionally
intentionally or
or willfully
willfully failed
with
(1) (B) in
subsection
in any
any suit
suitbrought
broughtunder
undersubparagraph
subparagraph (1)(B)
in
subsection (c),
(c), or
or in
which
which the
the Court
Court determines
determines that
that an
an employee
employeeintentionally
intentionallyor
orwillfully
willfully
failed
to act
act in
inaccordance
accordance with
subsection (g)
failed to
with subsection
(g) or
or (i)(4)(B),
(i)(4)(B), the
the United
United
States
States shall
shall be
beliable
liable to
to the
the person
personininan
anamount
amountequal
equaltotothe
thesum
sumof—
of“(A)
actual damages
damages sustained
no case
case shall
a
"(A) actual
sustained by
by the
the person
person but
but in
in no
shall a
person be
be entitled
to receive
receive less
of $1,000,
$1,000, and
person
entitled to
less than
than the
the sum
sum of
and
“(B)
the costs
costs of
of the
the action
action together
together with
withreasonable
reasonable attorney's
attorney’s fees
fees
"(B) the
as
added.)
(Emphasis added.)
as determined
determined by
by the
the Court.”
Court." (Emphasis
9
9Section
Section7217(c),
7217(c),which
which was
was repealed
repealed in
in 1982,
1982, provided:
provided:
“In
any suit
suitbrought
broughtunder
underthe
theprovisions
provisionsofofsubsection
subsection (a),
(a), upon
upon a
a
"In any
finding
of liability
liabilityon
onthe
thepart
partofofthe
thedefendant,
defendant, the
the defendant
defendant shall
shall be
be
finding of
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$1,000 statutory
recovery
of the
the $1,000
minimumdespite
despitethe
the
recovery of
statutory minimum
absence
of
proven
actual
damages.
See
H.
R.
Rep.
No.
99–
absence of proven actual damages. See H. R. Rep. No. 99("Damages [under 18
647, p. 74 (1986) (“Damages
18 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C. §2707(c)]
§2707(c)]
include
actual damages,
damages, any
profits but
butin
inno
nocase
case less
less
include actual
any lost
lost profits
than $1,000.");
99-541, p.
than
$1,000.”); S.
S. Rep.
Rep. No.
No. 99–541,
p. 43 (1986)
(1986) ("[D]am(“[D]am[18 U.
U. S.
ages
under [18
S. C.
C. §2707(c)]
the sum
sumofof
ages under
§2707(c)] includ[e]
includ[e] the
actual
damages suffered
plaintiffand
andany
anyprofits
profits
actual damages
suffered by
by the
the plaintiff
made
. . with
with
made by
bythe
theviolator
violator as
asthe
theresult
resultofofthe
theviolation
violation....
minimum
statutory damages
damages of
. . and
reasonminimum statutory
of $1,000
$1,000. ...
and ..... .reasonable
fees and
costs.”);
able attorney’s
attorney's fees
and other
other reasonable
reasonable litigation
litigation costs.");
94-1515, p.
R. Conf.
H. R.
Conf. Rep.
Rep. No.
No. 94–1515,
p. 475 (1976) (Title 26
U. S.
U.
S. C.
C. §6110(j)(2)
“creates
a
civil
§6110(j)(2) "creates a civil remedy
remedyfor
for intentional
intentional
or
failureofofthe
theIRS
IRStotomake
makerequired
requireddeletions
deletionsor
or
or willful
willful failure
to
follow the
theprocedures
procedures of
of this
thissection,
section,including
includingminiminito follow
mum
damages of
$1,000 plus
costs.”); S.
S. Rep.
mum damages
of $1,000
plus costs.");
Rep. No.
No. 94–938,
94-938,
p.
p. 348
348 (1976)
(1976)(“Because
("Becauseofofthe
thedifficulty
difficulty in
in establishing
establishing in
in
monetary
terms the
the damages
damages sustained
a taxpayer
taxpayer as
as
monetary terms
sustained by
by a
the result
resultofofthe
theinvasion
invasion
privacy
caused
by an
the
of of
hishis
privacy
caused
by an
unlawful
disclosure of
of his
his returns
returnsororreturn
returninformation,
information,
unlawful disclosure
[26
U. S.
S. C.
C. §7217(c)]
these damages
damages would,
would,
[26 U.
§7217(c)] provides
provides that
that these
in
no event,
event, be
be less
less than
liquidated damages
damages of
of $1,000
$1,000 for
in no
than liquidated
for
each
disclosure.”).
See
also
Johnson
v.
Sawyer,
120
F.
3d
each disclosure."). See also Johnson v. Sawyer, 120 F. 3d
1307, 1313
1313 (CA5
(CA5 1997)
1997) (“Pursuant
("Pursuant to [26 U.
1307,
U. S.
S. C.] §7217,
§7217, a
plaintiff
entitledtotohis
hisactual
actual
damagessustained
sustainedas
asaa
plaintiff isisentitled
damages
result
of
an
unauthorized
disclosure
(including
punitive
result of an unauthorized disclosure (including punitive
damages
or grossly
grossly negligent
negligent disclosures)
disclosures) or
to
damagesfor
for willful
willful or
or to
liquidated
damages of
of $1,000
$1,000 per
per such
such disclosure,
disclosure, whichwhichliquidated damages
——————
liable
in an
an amount
amount equal
liable to
to the
the plaintiff
plaintiff in
equalto
tothe
thesum
sumof—
of“(1)
actual damages
damages sustained
as a
of the
the unun"(1) actual
sustainedby
bythe
theplaintiff
plaintiff as
a result
result of
authorized
the
authorized disclosure
disclosureofofthe
thereturn
return or
or return
return information
information and,
and, in
in the
case
disclosure or
or a
a disclosure
disclosure which
is the
the result
result of
of gross
gross
caseof
of aa willful
willful disclosure
which is
negligence,
to
negligence,punitive
punitive damages,
damages,but
butin
in no
no case
caseshall
shallaaplaintiff
plaintiff entitled
entitled to
recovery
respect to
each ininrecoveryreceive
receiveless
lessthan
thanthe
thesum
sumofof $1,000
$1,000with
with respect
to each
stance
disclosure; and
stance of
of such
such unauthorized
unauthorized disclosure;
and
“(2)
the costs
costs of
of the
action.” (Emphasis
added.)
(Emphasis added.)
"(2) the
the action."
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ever
greater, as
as well
well as
as the
the costs
costs of
of the
the action.");
action.”); Rorex
Rorex
ever is
is greater,
v. Traynor,
Traynor, 771
771 F.
F. 2d
2d 383,
383, 387-388
387–388 (CA8
(CA8 1985)
1985) ("We
(“We do not
think
thathurt
hurtfeelings
feelingsalone
aloneconstitute
constituteactual
actual
damages
think that
damages
[26 U.
U. S.
compensable
S. C.
C. §7217(c)].
Accordingly,
compensable under
under [26
§7217(c)]. Accordingly,
the
jury’s award
awardofof$30,000
$30,000ininactual
actualdamages
damagesmust
mustbebe
the jury's
vacated.
The taxpayers
taxpayers are
vacated. The
are each
eachentitled
entitled to
to the
the statutory
statutory
minimum
award of
of $1,000.").
$1,000.”). As
AsCircuit
CircuitJudge
JudgeMichael,
Michael,
minimum award
dissenting
from the
the Fourth
FourthCircuit's
Circuit’sdisposition
dispositionofofDoe's
Doe’s
dissenting from
claim,
trenchantly observed:
observed: "[T]he
“[T]he remedy
remedy of
ofminimum
minimum
claim, trenchantly
statutory
damages is
fairlycommon
commonfeature
featureofoffederal
federal
statutory damages
is aa fairly
contrast, II am
am not
not aware
aware of
of any
any statute
statute
legislation. . . .. In
legislation...
In contrast,
in
which Congress
Congress has
in which
hasprovide[d]
provide[d]for
foraastatutory
statutory minimum
minimum
170, 195
to
actual damages."
damages.” 306
F. 3d,
3d, 170,
(2002) (opinion
195 (2002)
306 F.
(opinion
to actual
concurring
in
part
and
dissenting
in
part)
(internal
quotaconcurring in part and dissenting in part) (internal quotation
marks
omitted).
tion marks omitted).
*
*
*
Doe
standing to
to sue,
sue, the
theCourt
Courtagrees,
agrees,based
basedonon
Doe has
has standing
“allegations
he was
alltotopieces'
pieces’ and
and `greatly
‘greatly
"allegations that
that he
was ‘torn
`torn ..... .all
concerned
and
worried’
because
of
the
disclosure
of his
his
concerned and worried' because of the disclosure of
Social
Security
number
and
its
potentially
‘devastating’
Social Security number and its potentially `devastating'
consequences.”
consequences."Ante,
Ante,at
at 22 (some
(someinternal
internal quotation
quotation marks
marks
omitted).
Standingtotosue,
sue,but
butnot
nottotosucceed,
succeed, the
theCourt
Court
omitted). Standing
holds,
easily arranged
arranged out-ofout-ofholds, unless
unless Doe
Doe also
also incurred
incurred an
an easily
10
10.10
In
myview,
view,
pocket
expense. See
See ante,
ante, at
at 11,
n. 10.
11, n.
pocket expense.
In my
Congress
Privacy Act
Actsuitors
suitorslikelike
not only
Congress gave
gave Privacy
DoeDoe
not only
standing
standing to
to sue,
sue,but
but the
the right
right to
to aa recovery
recoveryifif the
the fact
fact trier
trier
credits
their
claims
of
emotional
distress
brought
on
by
an
credits their claims of emotional distress brought on by an
agency’s
intentional
or
willful
violation
of
the
Act.
For
the
agency's intentional or willful violation of the Act. For the
reasons
the
reasonsstated
statedin
in this
this dissenting
dissenting opinion,
opinion, which
which track
track the
reasons
reasons expressed
expressedby
byCircuit
Circuit Judge
Judge Michael
Michael dissenting
dissenting in
in
part
in the
the Fourth
Fourth Circuit,
Circuit,IIwould
wouldreverse
reverse the
the judgment
judgment of
part in
of
the
Court of
of Appeals.
Appeals.
the Court
——————
10

10 Cf.

ante, at
at 12–13,
n. 12
12 (suggesting
a nonpecuniary,
nonpecuniary, but
but
12-13, n.
(suggestingthat
that a
Cf. ante,
somehow
anxiety”)
somehow heightened
heightened “adverse
"adverse effect”
effect" (“demonstrated
("demonstrated mental
mental anxiety")
might
do).
might do).
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ELAINE L.
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LABOR
SECRETARY OF LABOR
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UNITED STATES
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FOR THE
THE FOURTH
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CIRCUIT
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2004]
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J
USTICE B
REYER, dissenting.
JUSTICE
BREYER,
dissenting.
INSBURG and
join
II agree
agree with
withJUSTICE
JUSTICE G
GINSBURG
and
joinher
heropinion.
opinion. II
INSBURG’s view
that
(as
emphasize
JUSTICE GGINSBURG's
emphasize JUSTICE
view
thatthe
the statute
statute (as
we
it)isisnot
notlikely
likelytoto
produce"massive
“massiverecoverrecoverwe interpret
interpret it)
produce
ies”
against the
the Government-recoveries
Government—recoveriesthat
that
“Congress
ies" against
"Congress
did
not endorse."
endorse.” Ante,
Ante, at
at 10
10 (dissenting
(dissenting opinion).
opinion). I Iconcondid not
cede
the statute
statutewould
wouldlead
leadtotomonetary
monetaryrecoveries
recoveries
cede that
that the
whenever
whenever the
the Government’s
Government's violation
violation of
of the
the Privacy
Privacy Act
Act of
of
1974
U. S.
S. C.
C. §552a(g)(4).
§552a(g)(4). But
But
1974isis“intentional
"intentional or
or willful.”
willful." 55 U.
the
Government at
at oral
oralargument
argumentpointed
pointedout
out
that
the Government
that
thethe
phrase
phrase
“ ‘intentional
willful’
been
construed
by the
intentional ororwillful'
hashas
been
construed
by the
lower
and the
the preprelower courts
courts as
as essentially
essentially aa term
term of
of art,
art, and
vailing
test ...
. . is
. is. . . . akin
to the
the standard
standard that
would
vailing test
akin to
that would
prevail
in aa Bivens
Bivens action[:]
action[:] . . . ‘[C]ould
a reasonable
reasonable
`[C]ould a
prevail in
officer
this person's
person’s position
position have
have believed
believed what
he
officer in
in this
what he
was
” Tr.
Tr. of
of Oral
Oral Arg.
Arg.33-34
33–34(inter(interwas doing
doing was
was legal?’
legal?"'
nal
quotation marks
marksadded).
added).
nal quotation
That
say,
lower
courts
interpreted
That isistotosay,
thethe
lower
courts
havehave
interpreted
the the
phrase
restrictively,
essentially
applying
it
where
phrase restrictively, essentially applying it where the the
Government’s
of the
is in
in bad
bad faith.
faith.See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,
Government's violation
violation of
the Act
Act is
Albright
Albrightv.v.United
UnitedStates,
States,732
732F.
F.2d
2d181,
181, 189
189 (CADC
(CADC 1984)
1984)
(the
means “without
grounds for
for believing
believing [an
[an action]
action]
(the term
term means
"without grounds
to
be lawful,
lawful, or
orby
byfagrantly
flagrantly
disregarding
others’
rights
to be
disregarding
others'
rights
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under the
the Act");
Act”);see
see also,
also, e.g.,
e.g., Scrimgeour
149 F.
3d
under
Scrimgeour v.
v. IRS,
IRS, 149
F. 3d
318,
326
318, 326 (CA4
1998) (same);
Department of
of
(CA4 1998)
(same); Wisdom
Wisdom v.
v. Department
Housing
and Urban
UrbanDevelopment,
Development, 713
713 F.
F. 2d
2d 422,
422, 424-435
424–435
Housing and
1983) (same);
(same); Pippinger
Pippinger v. Rubin,
Rubin, 129
(CA8 1983)
129 F.
F. 3d
3d 519,
519, 530
(CA10 1997) (same); Hudson v. Reno,
Reno, 130 F. 3d 1193, 1205
(CA6
part on
on other
other grounds,
grounds,
(CA6 1997)
1997) (similar),
(similar), overruled
overruled in
in part
Pollard
Pollard v.
v. E.
E. II.du
duPont
Pontde
deNemours
Nemours&&Co.,
Co.,532
532 U.
U.S.
S. 843,
843,
848
(2001);
Moskiewicz
v.
Department
of
Agriculture,
791
848 (2001); Moskiewicz v. Department of Agriculture, 791
561, 564
F. 2d 561,
564 (CA7 1986)
1986) (similar); Wilborn
Wilborn v.v.DepartDepart597, 602
602
49 F.
ment
of Health
Healthand
andHuman
Human
Servs., 49
F. 3d
3d 597,
ment of
Servs.,
876
(CA9
1995)
(similar).
But
cf.
Covert
v.
Harrington,
876
(CA9 1995) (similar). But cf. Covert v. Harrington,
F. 2d 751,
757 (CA9
(CA9 1989)
1989) (apparently
(apparently applying a broader
751, 757
standard).
standard).
Given
this prevailing
prevailinginterpretation,
interpretation,
Government
Given this
thethe
Government
need
liabilitybased
based upon
upon aa technical,
technical, accidental,
accidental,
need not
not fear
fear liability
or
good faith
violation of
of the
the statute's
statute’s detailed
detailed provisions.
provisions.
or good
faith violation
Hence
USTICE GGINSBURG's
INSBURG’s interpretation
Hence J
JUSTICE
interpretationwould
wouldnot
not risk
risk
injury
to
the
public
fisc.
And
I
consequently
find
no
supinjury to the public fisc. And I consequently find no support
in any
any of
ofthe
thestatute's
statute’sbasic
basicpurposes
purposes for
for the
themajormajorport in
ity’s
restrictivereading
readingof
ofthe
thedamages
damages provision.
provision.
ity's restrictive

